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an W0rd, ark.

PDFin led in prayer, acted

as precentor.

^ disgrace. T?r^ spices.

claimed, demanded.

?5"ifi claimant, plaintiff.

crown.

i sea-coast, Tihamah.

see

see

see .

Hifil began (by-form

to ^H). H^nnn a begin-

ning. /Tlfip beginner.

twin-leaf.

see pi
1

*.

CpH] /^^/established.

it was possible.

astronomer.HiOn

astronomy. See also ]

ri see n^.
see 13^3.

A^/// depended.

dependent, depending.

see Cte.

////?/ continued, was

perpetual. ITTDnn per-

petuity.TpHDco

pri wonder, surprise. H

surprising, incredible.

n-

perfect one,

saint.

studied, learned (Ara-

maic).

''Xiri condition, excep-

tion, premise.

nrun see VU.
rnbori See nso.

nfl
(parallel to HSB) erred.

seized, took.

Nifal passive.

was held.

Hell.

////?/ set aright,

stituted, prepared.

preparation, acquisition,

remedy, institution. '"l^pTi?

improvement. ]j?^P right-

eous, prepared.

Ar
//<3/was fixed, was

blown. H^p^l act of blow-

ing, a plain note. B'lp^

(adjective) inserted, fixed.

_fi seized. ]pfi prevalence.

;nni |!p?"|nD interpreter,

translator.

n see

see

see inty.

was feeble, weak.
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ion. Dwt^ri payment, the

remainder.

r6tf^tf (plural niNte^ff)

chain.

^l there is(Arabic thammd).
D# God's name. ^Hl D^n
God who is blessed. Ettfip

like, as. E?V for the sake

of.

^?^ perhaps.
^t# persecution.

D1fi>V (p/r/ Cip^Dff) des-

olation.

rnfj; mbp Eighteen Ben.

edictions.

VP^ name of a prayer be-

ginning "Hear, O Israel."

niPpl^ a hearing.

sense of hearing.

traditional.

hDtf] nVDp a keeping,

guarding.
B^SB^ attended, served.

Hithpael made use of.

ilBW window-pane, ffBtP

attendant, beadle.

\7\VSf\ Hithpael and Nithpael

was changed, different.W change. n|^D diff-

erent. H3^p teaching,

Mishnah.

hour.

^ imagined, calculated.

limit.

?^ emanation, flowing.

p^ weighty.

metre (in prosody).

was concave.

closed.

^ liar.

}^ dwelt. v
""l^ dwelling

(passive participle with

active meaning).

YHt^ Sherira, name of a

Gaon.

>^ principle.

]N^p minister-

ing angel. H*"l^ service.

nff ] "n^ |2 foundation-

stone.

urine.

^ partnership, associat-

ion, double meaning,

figure of speech.

partnership.

was silent. ~>

ence.

four hundred, p'fi five

hundred.

description, attribute.

see 71K.
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[ruff] nnaffn Providence.

rPSt^p supervisor

"13 ff sent.

sj^ff negotiated, brought

together.

Hithpael endeavored,

attempted.

nO-TR? vine, tree (XIII, 2,

1.21).

nnff tarried.

-ff became. ////?/ replied.

H^lffJjl repentance.
Hfiff evenness, equality. n}ff

equal, even. rvfirit^n

equality.

miff] nmff
pit, used met-

aphorically for boat. Per-

haps nrnt? from nnff

swam (XIII, 1, 1.15).

Q'lff any (in a negative sen-

tence).

filff generous.

[plff] Hithpolel desired,

longed for.

nTff line.H
beyond the line ofjustice,

that is, more than the

law requires. HTiff3 pro-

perly, literally according

to the line.

[pnff] Nifal was rubbed,

crushed.

nnff] -inffD blackened,

darkish. nnhpfl early

manhood, youth. ^^7'?

JTinfffin the angel of un-

timely death.

ntflff was foolish.

Tff choir, poem, poetry.

"l"11ffJp poet, singer.

nraff a forgetting.

CDSff] n^SffP^ (participle

used as noun) early in the

morning, at dawn.

[pff] nViy the Shekinah,

Gods presence, a dwelling

(verbal noun). rtf'O^

dwelling, district. ]51ff

D-'ilVP Dweller of the

skies, attribute of God.

(
=

$ n^N) of.

ff messenger. HP^
ISX representative of the

community, precentor.

y message.

deprived of,not possessing.

f(/?/ handed over.

Hofatwas perfected. B^#
completeness. ^7^ Per~

fect. nD7ffn completion,

perfection.
H'lDTff perfect-
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megranate, metaphor
for breast.

jH (parallel to ji"l) sang.

in considered. ^*V").friend-

ship.

n was vexatious. Hithpael

murmured, complained.

com-

plaint, murmur.

broken.

?"} girded,propped himself.

~\ (or PzW) lay in wait.

favor, a satisfying.

D'Jftn (p/r7 of flSH)

good-will.

P/<?7 or ##7 caused

to murder.

j consecutive, con-

tinuous.

Hithpoel crumbled,

was broken.

Tip") dancing.

CVp"l] Nifal was expanded.

"! see ^'1. ]2N.

l permission, authority.

D^?nn rwi public
thoroughfare.

ithpael was slothful.

tt^l description, definition.

(/>/r/ of

oy.

t^p accuser.

iB& Satnas,- name of a

man.

Hifil talked.

t^ intelligence, mind. ^?t?

^^ separate intelligence.

V?l^ intellectual, mental,

logical. ^tpD intelligible.

^^D first principle.

/(/?/ hired.

Solomon.

P sepulchre.

shone.

^ Water-Draw-

ing Festivity.

tumult.

?B> chip.

i12tt^] Nithpael was praised.

PDttf excellence, praise.

praise.

^2 on account of,

for.

lJ^t^ heptad, seven years

(XIII, 2, 1.42).

a restng.

n error, unwt-

tingly, unintentionally.
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fitting.
^tflS as is fit.

nN"JC color.

chief,vital,

nJtfn New Year.

Bereshit, first Sidra ot

the Pentateuch. HttflJp

rPttffcrp work of creation,

master, teacher (plural

JYISH). ^S1 my master,

title given to a doctor of

Jewish law. iS*
1*^ in pub-

lic, j^n teacher, master,

title similar to Rabbi.

flS"! master.fift?VyiHri
Lord of the universe,

appellative ofGod. i~I2TTN

(Aramaic)on the contrary.

IP pillar,

increase. '"!2^n many.
ninp numerous, rwsnfi

n bad conduct.

accustomed. Hofal
was accustomed. ?s

-?^ ex-

perienced, accustomed.

/!"}n custom, habit. ^D
a thing to which one is

accustomed.Ev^Dpearls.
was conscious,

felt, cared. Hithpael was

set in motion, was stirred

up. t^/l sense.

the five senses.

"'H was saturated.

mil] Hifil (n^n) earned.

n]") wideness.

a rasng.

height, n'pnri allotted

portion. Kp1"l, ''pllRome.

np1"l Roman, or deceit-

ful (XI, 1, 1.9).

D'HlpI"! Romaranus, name

of a nation.

D1BTI see WBnD^tp .

n^irn market-place.

]^n*l merciful.

[frh] n^IT) a washing. n3
fnnan bath-house.

Cpn"l] /////rejected, consid-

ered far away. Hithpael

removed himself. p'irn

distance, a moving away.

^(^l) sight, eye (XVII,

2, 1. 2).

?^ travelled. ^-p*]D complex
sentence. (

"
Ir :̂9 compos-

ition. D"1

!?! H^^'in sea-

voyage.

ISI impostor, swindler.

n?lP fraudulent, false.

P'I hinted at.

TP1 hint.

sve.
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Dlptpn God. Dip? tep

at all events. H*DD1p up-

rightness.

consuls.

Constantinople.

pP Mekiz (theWake-

ful), name of a man.

PV!p] "lip? mineral.

rDlBTip ,n2B*Tlp Cordova.

#pT
n analogy.

2Bp pivot, pole.

JVtftPp childhood, youth,

minority.
[Ns

p] Hqfal was vomited,

spit out.

"1Ds

p. emperor.

D^ip^p Kikanus, name of a

king of Cush.

IBfP^P Clement, name of

a pope

7J5 light, eloquent. 'p.<p

spoiled. Hithpalpel was

worse, corrupted.

defect.

^PV sail. l?^pT (adjective)

having sails.

?P peeled.

fp spear (in Bible, pitch-

fork).

basket.

was wrinkled.

Hifil harassed, vexed

was particular.

Ifp Kappar (asphalt-deal-

er), surname of a Tanna.

2XJ3 fixed, 2*Xj2 (adjective)

fixed.

soveregnty.

decrease, short-

age, brevity, shortening.

=lSp2 briefly.

P crowed. Hifil recited.

^"3pP Scripture,scriptural

passage.

Hithpael approxim-

ated, approached, drew

near, '"tf^p act of draw-

ing near.

3P,
read. Hifil re-

cited.

CHPi bald animal, sea-

monster.

)p became crusty, dried

up. D1"lp:
skin.

p divided the sea.

p, n^p, K^j3 difficulty.

////?/ raised an objection,

asked a question.

combined. "Ifp. knot.

n was of opinion.

proof. nhn a seeing.
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accurate,

scanty.

-f attended, obeyed. PC/?/

attended, hearkened.

I.X was pictured, imagined,

conceived.

nrpXH bliss, success.

sounded.

vegetable.

was grieved,

distressed. ^ grief, dis-

tress.

[flBX] nS^P the expected

one, that is, the Messiah.

[]BX] psxa? inwardly.

5]V9V was sounded, chanted.

["IX] Hithpael and Nithpael

was in need of. ^,7^
(Aramaic) it is necessary.

"TCP strait (geographi-

cal).

IIKp.Cape

of Good Hope.

KpT (Aramaic)

he says.

H S

BJ2 Cape Verde.

N5N"!NJ2 Caravan.

(2 complained. Pual was

received, accepted, fi/

acceptance, act of receiv-

ac-ing, tradition. 71-p

ceptance.

5 fixed, established,

was fixed, ^-p (adjective)

fixed.

Hithpael combined.

? community, gather-

ing, agreement.
3
preceded. Htfil pre-

faced. nnpT , ]lD"Tp prior,

primeval, ancient, eternal.

DTip preceding. HD^pH

preliminary remark, act

of prefacing, preamble.

Jp eternity, priority,

"fp. Kaddish, name

of a prayer. Ht^"Tp;
holi-

ness, name of a prayer.

B^pP Bp (XI, 2, 1.26)

synagogue. ^'"^ t^1"Ij?n

WH the Holy One, blessed

be He, appellative of God.

np]S7^np cruel-hearted,

literally blunt-hearted.

collar, chain.

[DID] Pual was established,
I '

verified. Hithpael and

Nithpael was fulfilled, ap-

plied, preserved. D'p.exist-

ing, enduring, lasting, pre-

served.D^pexistence. D^p
characteristic.
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utterance, openng
of the mouth.

npB] Nifal was taken care

of. "JpBD absence.

HpS astute, shrewd.

[JJpB] Hifil made a wick.

"IpS (Aramaic participle^be-

comes unrestrained, ir-

reverent. ^pt?9 free, un-

bridled.

[TIB] TJBJ odd number.

NQjl'O'HS Provence, name

of a place.

B Promontory.
rnS youth, young man.

Elf enumerated in detail.

to-)S or t^B detail, ind-

ividual. HtpnS small coin.

^W}S Ferizol, name of

Hebrew geographer.

"spS broke, crushed.

DJ")S maintained.

sustenance.

ff-ip^B Franks.

CIS (orPiel) spread.

parasang.
[DD1D] Nithpael was well

known, was proclaimed.

E'D"}S appearance, open-

ness. ED1.BD renowned.

f paid. Hofal payment

was exacted.

Nifal was broken.

[p*lB] Hithpael was crumb-

led, broken. p^S chapter.

n^SOjTJS commerce.

[tyiB] tynpseparated(XVII,

3, 1. 24).
'

Hithpael was ex-

plained. t&^nS comment-

ary. l^-iBDn D^ Ineffable

Name. ^^1? portion.

BftlB ascetic. ri-I^S as-

ceticism. ^"IBH difference.

Nithpael was spread.

B1#B simple. BffB jt

plain meaning.

denuded, abstract.

rnffS remedy, potion,

possible. ri'llt^BK possibil-

ity.

iS began a discourse.

Land of Glory,

Palestine.

?V dyed. nr-DV a dyeing

(verbal noun).

2? community.

SP on account of.

~P"JV charity.

n/n^ exultation.

^ command.

form, appearance.
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""B? because.

of a place in Babylon.

pf (parallel to H3) spoke,

literally opened (his

mouth).

Portugal.

Fortunante.

^IDVK Fort-

unate Isles.

3 remained, was in excess.

searched.

7fl "tf3 hastened.

[ins] Hithpael was afraid.

Nifatwas diminished.

less.

dismissed. AfyW de-

parted, died. "VtpfiD one

who reads the prophetic,

or concluding portion in

the synagogue.

pn*nt?B Patriarch in the

church.

TS Pedro, name of a man.

S Fez, name of a place

in Morocco.

Peter

SJ1D1 ^B, tjlDl^B philosopher.

'V^S Felixj^
Arabia Felix.

292

distinguished,

hidden, concealed,

division, tributary.

Florence, name

of a place.

IB7.B palace.

Palyaj, name of a

family.

73?3 pepper.
"IJFl 073 fraud, forgery, false-

hood.

family, assembly.

Nifal turned toward,

form. D S3B D-lttf? in

any shape (in a negative

sentence). "'JSP on ac-

count of.
l|:i3B empty.

corrupted. 7W/W
was corrupted, destroyed.

IpBn loss, harm.

7=103 disqualified. fiVo? re-

fuse, offal.

pD3 ceased. Hp^pB lesson,

allowance. p'IDB verse.

^PH ''p.'^B.
certain verses

of Psalms.

[?VB] Nithpael was influ-

enced. 71J3 action, actual-

ity, influence.

[DI7B] D^PIJB^ sometimes.

0133 Pappos, name ofa man.
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(Pual participle}

pampered, fattened.

Hithpael fasted. miy
poverty.^

s

ll^'!'?3? humility.

D-^D (pAro/ of ni3?D)

answer. f^ll^R a fasting,

fast. ftl:
3? object, thing,

guilt.

(and Hithpael) occup-

ied himself with. pD3? 73?

on account of.

niJDStt? (plural of J-DSSJ)

grief, sorrow.

[7^5?3 Hithpael was slothful.

Q3? strengthened, attribut-

ed strength. Hithpael

grew strong. DX3? self(with

suffix). rWB^l? essence.

DX3J3 essentially. 01X3^1

strength.

N^p.3? Akiba, name of a

Tanna.

"1J23? principle, chief thing,

made pleasant. 3*11?

IfllH associated himself,

literally made his dispos-

ition pleasant. /TV/?/ came

in the evening. ?&&
2*]S?

eve of Sabbath. r3l
sweetness. ^?? Maghrib,

western.

mixed.

incest.

//>/ arranged,

*Arakin, name of a tal-

mudic tractate. nD^D
altar-fire.

/"!3? non-Jew.
noil? heap, used metaph-

orically of the temple.

r$ might. p ''P^ mighty
heavens (XI, 2, 1.7).

Nifal was regarded,

accounted.

work of creation.

n^3|0 practical men,
wonder workers. H^lJD

it happened. ""^S^D prac-

tical.

Tns; destined, in the

future. "T^I?P prepared.

Nifal was moved.

was glorified.

jS disgraced.

?1S3]3?WS (passive partciple)

afflicted.

12] -in-INl? they redeemed

him.

iTIS forehead.

n.S 73? ,nS 73?3 oral, by

word of mouth, by heart.
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u -TD1J idolatry. ffV

]Xprn?K Abd al-Rahman,

name of a Caliph.

sya thick.

oyi ////?/ overlooked, for-

gave. Hithpael behaved

arrogantly, was negligent.

rn^l? transgression.

D131? sorrow, grief.

yet.

]?.? pampered
m^] TIM absent.

non-existence, absence.

[nil}] Hlljp sin,transgression.

tfJIJJ (p/ar*/ of ]1) sin.

rPX'V of Uz, an appellative

of Rome, or Christendom

in general.

HI?] Hifil and Pole/ remark-

ed, drew attention.D'^iy

(plural of 11"^?) blindness.

JWJ? or D^S mil? impertin-

ence. 7^17 Uzzael, name

of an angel

"HIV. temple court.

"112V crowned, adorned.

passive.

J'tf looked into.

speculation, deliberation.

P9? like, similar to. l

s

.l?9

investigator, philosopher.

HT1J town, townlet.

D*T21? misfortune, degrad-

ation.

n0w.

-^ insulted, afflicted, in-

jured.

^ by. *M ^ *l^r ten by
ten

"7 nnpM succeeded, fell to his

lot. TV"! H717 discussed.

n^P degree, rank. n|ro

superior, exalted.

accused falsely.

traditional law,

literally the hidden thing.

niD^r youth. Nsn D^iy

the future world. B^V
Hjn this world. ""P^V et-

ernal. njp^l?n hidden sin.

/y care, anxiety.

//"(/?/ made to rejoice.

p^ ascertained, found

out, insisted upon. 3 TP^
withstood. ///^/explained,

made to apply. T?^ di-

vision. rnDlJp presence,

being present.

Hifil dimmed. Dl?

'7 ignoramus.

inpi; Omarb.al-

Khattab,name ofa Caliph.
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NTID Syria.

"IHD traded. HTinp business

transaction.

T>D( = biblical Tt?) lime,

gypsum.

JD^D sign, omen.

V!P helped, abetted.

^I?9 took refuge, protected

himself (V, 2, 1. 32).

?3p was ignorant, ignored.

?3DD ignorant.

[D2D]//V/?/agreed,correspon-

ded. Hofal passive. Q2DD

agreed upon, convention-

al. D^PP corresponding,

agreeing. <~lD|pn agree-

ment, conventionality.

""P^pn conventional.

UDD] Hofal was silenced.

]fi?9 one wno pardons.

pj?P removed. Hithpael de-

parted.

?N3p Sammael, name of an

angel.

blind.

near.

IP sandal.

took a meal.
"

banquet.

Hithpael ramified.

thoughts.

Hithpael was tempest-

uous, raged.

WiNSD Spanish.

nD]12pn mourning (verbal

noun}.

1=129 worthy.

NS3N")
<l2p Speranza, hope.

pripsp Safsatin, name of a

pluce.

pSD doubted, /f//?/ was

sufficient, supplied. Hith-

pael was satisfied. pBDor

pD doubt.pSDD doubtful.

p-ISD sufficiency.

nSD] n^SD narrative. "IB?

frontier. iTlW *lpBookof

the Law. H'lSpri cutting

of the hair.

TOD Spain.

mno dirt, filth.

noisome, fetid

broker.

pi9 combed, tore,

comb, spike.

"'PHP inexplicit, tacit.

a closing up.

1HD refuted, destroyed, dish-

evelled, pulled down.
<l

p.?n

"irTiDn conflicting parts.
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Hofalwas made pleas-

ant. HD"1

!^ pleasantness,

prosperity, sweet melody.

moved.

lg childhood, folly.

nJBJ a falling.

"B^J psychical.

[3XJ] 2BD position,

nstl prevailed. HIS,?, j'.nBi

conquest, victory.

[1XJ] Hithpael was con-

verted to Christianity.

"HVIi Christian. D^W^
wicker basket.

^pj? was hollowed, had holes.

i having dots, dotted,

married. P##/ was

raised. Hifil presented,

subject. N1BU object.

//"//?/ perceived, con-

ceived. H^n conception.

yityft one who perceives,

concept, attribute. ^t^-ID

something that is per-

ceived.

tW] Hifil removed

(XXIX, 1.9).

^3 HD^i "the breath of

all living," beginning of a

prayer. HD^ breath, a

breathing.

kiss.

W fell out.

^D metal.

i established the

truth, was conclusive.l^P
rnif) Giving of the Law,
last portion of the Pen-

tateuch(XXXI, 1.36).

/T(/?/ permitted. Ni/al
was loosened, unfast-

ened. *tf!)D a permitting.
iD permitted.

2p revolved, completed a

revolution. Poel turned.

USD cause. ilSD a going

around. -PP reclining at

table. HSpD assembly.

"159 thought, was of opinion,

hoped for. niS
T̂
D-US 130

cheerful countenance.

N"12p argument,reasoning.
-3D was strengthened.

[1JD] niapn prostration, act

of prostrating oneself.

5]3D afflicted.

[130] 13DD enclosure.

p^9 crack, breach.

1"!fP arranged. "i'l'Tparrange-

ment. ^PP pual -parti-

ciple) arranged.

310 class, species, genus.

HD spoke.
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to commit adultery.

i} Prophets, division of

the Scriptures.

naan look, gaze.

Hifil murmured.

maic) tortured.

3D narrator, historian,

rnan narrative. H1T2K

Aggadot, homiletic port-

ion of rabbinic literature.

^3 Nejd, name of a place

in Arabia.

a melody.

lJjin a reaching, act

of reaching.

n3"tt donation, generosity.

-^T| generous, liberal

rWH} generosity.

T^J excommunicated.

TD3 3H3 paid homage, was

courteous. Hifil accust-

omed (transitive) . Hith~

pael accustomed himself.

3'HJ customary, led.

custom, manner.

customary. n3n,in admin-

istration. JV^P leader,

administrator.

n| longed for.

greased, patted

(XIV, 1, 1. 20).

[JTU] in^n nn3 was satisfied.

////?/ granted, permitted.

Hofal was granted. IJ1

prone, easy. ^in

ofiinin) ease, relief.

rule, principle, axiom.

^ beauty.

Ci (
= CW) spoke.

[DU] nplja transitoriness.

[VU]ni?'irimovement,vowel.

[~UJ ~Wn a sprinkling.

Hifil harmed, injured,

damaged.

fWTT} Naziriteship.

Pi took, took away, lifted

up. Piel cast, put. Nifai

was taken away.

Hifil caused to drop.

3 Netira, name of a

family.

233 nS2n a beating.

position directly op-

posite.

or "pBi see "1112.

DIDi law.

HD^ was tried. P
1
?? exper-

ience.

[-JD3] ?i1Di libation. rOSD

tractate, treatise.

DJ miracle.

{l journey,a journ3ying.
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jT'P or Nj^PMecca; see also

p^PN and H3D.

Meurs, name of a

place in Germany.
"O3P Maccabean.

J12D Mecca.

Tplp sale, transaction.

Hithpael was filled.

fulness.

see

9 took counsel.

government, Roman gov-

ernment.

money, wealth.

Nifal was appointed.

number. H3pD ap-

pointed officer.

iJ^D obstacle. W^n impos-

sibility.

see

HDD] 7V/// was handed

over. fi^.BlS tradition.

? money.

Hithpael was dimin-

ished, waned. niDL'Dn a

diminishing.ta'lVPpaucity.

B?P little, few. rjpOBl?0

synagogue.
^'D] Htfil brought into

existence. H^SO, HWVP
existence. ^Y9^ existing

thing, object.

3SP see

found.

P medium. ySOK middle.

instrumentality.

?!?9 middle.

see "IIS.

'

P see Pp.

Tip? see "lip.

"19 master.

HprnP Marheshvan, name

of the second month in the

Jewish calendar.

strength,emphasis.

(passive participle)

embittered.

Nifal emanated, was

derived, led, guided,

drawn, continued,

emanation.

^9 allegory.

see

Np?) excuse,

plausible reason,evidence.

#(/?/ waited.

sweetness.

beautiful.

HD^ speech, utter-

ance.

P/W and Hifil caused
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literally written.

Writings, Hagiographa.

an?, 3fl?p letter. SrpD

pen.

nrti^Hifil made of fine gold.

D or n? sect.

5*p employer.

22? was beloved.

rPi-'US? whiteness.

VBSbl ntt^ act of putting

on clothes.

<"rt/ accompanied.

i$fy would it were ! Oh that !

rWBTnJ moisture.

#'12? (passive participle)

sharpened,polished,bright.

[f^] p^D rhetorician.^!?
rhetoric.

TI^D trap, net.

TISS^ habit. H-IB^ sci-

entific. JTVIfl TD^J? study

of the Law.

itpp^flpp'? robbers, plun-

derers.

p77 was beaten, smitten,

struck.

study.

^ nT these are his

words. V>7 11^'Vslander.

'D( = "1D) lord, master.

B Major.

^P quality, state, rank,

degree, standard, virtue.

nnip see nm.
n^Hp Arabic philosophy

(XXXI, 1. 103).

HP negative particle (
= Ar-

abic ma). ri*np essence.

^ijtt circumcised.

np haste.

see

?j^a or Tjioa

participle) low, lowly.

PjD-ID see t)D
s
.

proof. ^ri^lD capable

of being proved.

circumcision.

.ip, HID death, dying.

^D constitution (of the

body).
HE brain.

np protested.

^9 pardoned.

// was wiped off.

failed (paitanic,

through confusion with

IMD).

*ISD request (Aramaic).

^P mile.

PP heretic, race, genus,

species. PP3 like.
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Khazarite.

H3 potentiality, faculty. H3P

through, on account of.

"in? cut off, exterminated.

denied

////?/ comprehended
at

manner

thus.

r63fi end, boundary.

Y?J? g al> aim, purpose,

end, extremity.

0*173 aught (maybe contrac-

tion of DWP and 73, or it

may be 073).

7/3 contained, comprehend-
ed. 773 rule, general rule,

altogether. 7733 in the

category. 773P from the

rule it may be inferred.

n>3 academy (XX,1.11).

/13 comprehensive.

see

n!33several.n!35] nSSnilN 71?

all the more, how much

more! literally upon one

several times.

SSI33 appellation.

[DJ33 /f^/ brought in. Nifal

entered. ^P^3H income.

pJ3n income for the

academy (XX,l.ll).rip:?

gathering, assembly. J"^

^P^?n synagogue.

EJHD] npi3 a humbling.

^]9^ desire.

"S3 compelled, forced. Nifal

passive. <"O1tD ""IBS un-

grateful.

nSS3 dome, edifice. nB/'B? a

bending, cage. 5)3 scale.

niST
C]3 scale of merit.

[DB3] D''p
<

'!3 (plural ofD
nB3)

beams.

B3 denied, disbelieved.

S3 atonement.

B3
(passive partic-

iple) besmirched, covered

(with ashes).

rn'3 force. 11^3 71? against

thy will, rnpn necessity.
<i

n")3rinecessary,mdispens-

able. ni*rn5n necessity.

r-J3n' a kneeling,

act of kneeling.

n^n JT13 attacked way-
farers.

B^SJPl ornament.

ITW beam.

see

passage of Scripture,
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: appertanng to an ost-

rich, ostrich-like.

palpSE Jacobites.'

his duty.

insane,

went mad. Hifil spent

money. "^fV"! a going out.

KfiOoutlet. 31B VV ''WSID

the expiration of a fest-

ival. IS KX1? similar.

[plP] ni?2tn preamble, pre-

face.

"l-jf. thought, evil thought,

temptation. "W3P,"^ cre'

ature, created thing, cre-

ation. nTS
1

! creature, cre-

ation.

nXs

p
s
:
state of being awake.

"Ij5_1
was honored. TOM

eternal glory.

[NT] Hithpael feared.

fear of God, piety.

[rPP] /ft/?/ denoted, implied.

TllO one who gives a

decision. HTiSn 3"in the

master the teacher, that

is, Maimonides.

j) moons.

T cloak, cloth.

^ greenness.

?. existence (philosophical).

\SW\Hithpael became fixed

n^i^i sitting^ act Of si t.

ting, academy. niPlp^ t^Kl

head of an academy.
rnahp setded.

^KJDf^ Muhammedan.

l^
1
* state of being old, anc-

ient.

W3 //(^/guided, directed.

Hithpael passive.

'"n^
1

*. superfluous, in excess

TD3 religion, literally glory,

[~D3] i"Q3 (participle} ex-

tinguished.
[DM] D*Q3 washed.

^33 ramp, stair.

sl? in order that.

[DID] nan? projecting.

n* s>T!I3 spherical form.

]?.5 directed, made accurate.

nft3 attention,concentra-

tion of mind, intention.

l^DD meaning intended to

convey, made to cor-

respond. 1?^ ^| all the

more, how much more!

p*? DTlp prior to that.

1&O or 1| here. H"
1? as soon

as. HJOri quality.

-T13 fallacious. n^Un
refutation.
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foolish.

disturbed. "F'"^ driven

out, banished.

tp took pains. Hifil bur-

dened, troubled. rnia

trouble, difficulty.

Bnpirjlp TurnusRufus,or

Tyrannus Rufus, name of

a Roman commander.

ffi afflicted

because

sorrow, grief.

toil. ns:P (participle}

striving

"T*P immediately, forth-

with

[TP] niTT friendship,

[~T] ntf'Tln thanksgiving.

[?T] nr?.,n^ doctrine, op-

inion, disposition, frame

of mind. '"^T knowledge,

a knowing. T^\ certain,

fixed.

[^n 11
] in:in gift .

ni"P] Hithpaelvt&s arrogant,

proud.W two exiles. WD1 1

Yoma, name of talmudic

tractate dealing with the

Day of Atonement.

r Greek philosophy.
l

'pV(=r]p1
<

') Jose, name of

a Tanna.

"JrH declared God's unity.

Hithpael specialized.

individual. "T 1^
TuT unity, special qual-

ity, characteristic. "TPD

special.
S
.H! Yahya, name of a

grammarian.

DHI attributed, ascribed.

Hithpael passive. WPP re-

lation.

ntOV. January.

n7b s
. power, potentiality.

72^3 as if it were pos-

sible.

n 2

?-'] ni^in result.

[p:T] p13W a child, infant.

"10*1 element.

[5]D'']C]D
!
1 additional prayer.

nBDlfl addition.

D^. affliction,

pain.

Nifal was in agree-

ment, met

in^in use, benefit, ut-

ility.
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p?H disputed. Hithpael was

divided. p^H fraction, se-

cond. fip/OP controversy,

strife.

^Z"7 Nifal was weakened.

TIJ2ndesirable,praiseworthy.

"IBn matter, material.

mm >#''Pnn DP Thursday.

an encampng, staton.

]3n made supplication, im-

plored,entreated. ]h prayer.

ncn]rVlTpr!piety,saintliness

|BH fortified, endowed.

n search.

Hofal was decreed,

ordained, pn manner.

npH] HTpn investigation.

]^n destruction.

[HI"!] Htfil strung together.

excommuncaton.

Sjnn reproach, reproof.

[ffnn] /f(^/ made deaf.

i'tt'n worthy.-^uPthought.

//?/ grew dark.

n cardinal.

ccnra nnin, no^nn conclus-

ion.

[]nn] Nithpael allied himself

by marriage.

or 5|Jnin spoiler.

H endeavored.

2tt (with suffixes Q|tp) nat-

ure, character.

tfi feast (XI, 1, 1.15).

ablution.

,was drown-

ed. ??$ nature. H!?;n

V?ffin physics. ''M^B nat-

ural, physical. "liW'TiD

Vr^Ll metaphysics, liter-

ally that which is beyond
nature.

[-112] -BID better, goodness.

^IBfB Temple.

was set in order.

B shawl.

[Cj^LJ] S)WB filth. t)|BP soiled.

ni'B erred. ^VB error, idol-

atry. ""l^B" misleading,

erroneous.

CL'B reason, mood.

|!JB pleaded, argued. ~^B

argument.
6fiB] P/W (HithpaeK) took

care of, attended to. /?B

secondary, subordinate,

insignificant. /'SB care,

dependants.
DB formula, text.

?,eE spoke. ~fB drop.
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encompassingjCommingled.
3H the Feast of Tabernacles.

O (Aramaic) one.

^H created. Hithpael hap-

pened. tS^ITn novelty, cre-

ation.

necessitated. P/was
necessitated. Hithpaei

was guilty, followed

necessarily. Nitkpael

was obliged. ^1"I due,duty .

nsin defeat. ^'H guilty,

owing, obliged.^HDneces-

sary, indispensable. 2VH

need, necessity.

mm nrn
allegory.

[Dim mtel OF! God forbid!

God forfend ! literally spar-

ing and peace.

Ipm niPnp partition, fence.

^*n sense. Hqfal was per-

ceived. ""t^in appertaining

to the senses, sensual.

1^'JTID something that can

be perceived.

^OJ^n Hushiel, name of a

man.

ftO precentor.

lO was strengthened. Hith-

pael made an effort.

JH returned, turned aside,

turned away, repeated

Pie/ caused to return.

Hifil caused to turn away.
TH a returning.

snout of a pitcher.

-tsn God's unity.

woman with child, wo-

man in confinement. .H1sn

ipD the holy Hayyot.
n temporal life. ^5

TI, DVn ^2 animate ob-

ject. H'nri resurrection.

H prayer.

iaannn philosoph-

izing, sophistry. ''ilOSIW

seat of wisdom (XIII, 1,

1.19). y?anno3n physics.

?H entreated, asked (with-

out E^S). Pua/was pray-

ed unto.

J'nS absolute.

^ poor, needy.
n hollow. See also

|] Hithpael and Nithpael

was changed. P]?n a de-

parting, a vanishing. ff]

:l?n

change, variance, differ-

ence. rfiSJ'nrin variety.

jlS/H Halfon, name of a

man.
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??T eternal. "TC?1 assembly.

tt faithful.

3T dung.

'frpl-tf Zagzagel, name of an

angel.

3*nT gold piece.

lilT (=Wn ~T) that is.

CIHT loathsome.

careful.

*T pair, even.

NE1T Zoma, name of a man.

|T maintained, fed. J"fiJ*Tp

food.

!?}? tremblings, terrors.

TTD3 wilfully, pre-

sumptuously
VT splendor.

]?I weapon.

5]

S
_T was falsified.

^2T deserved, was merit-

orious. n*3T or JVC^ merit,

purity. "*! ! or n
i<|! inno-

cent, meritorious, Zaccai,

name of a man.

disgraced, slighted.

tjT shed.

"ST thought, mind.

[|t2T] Hithpael it happened.

JOT fortune, fate. IPP3?,

JOT n*i3 vicissitudes of

time.^DT temporary. ]BTD

prepared, ready, sum-

moned, destined. 1!^
accident, chance.

"V3? was sung. HTDT. song.

[C1JT] ////?/ provoked. C^prt

vexation, wrath.

[5]V^ Nifal was angry.

[nT] Po<?/(?) poured forth

(IX, 1. 39).

[HIT] Nifal turned aside,

acted strangely (parallel

to IN or TIT; VI, 2, 1.21).

rWHT. promptness.
C11T swept away.

[p"lTJ Nifal was sprinkled.

y?n beloved. 31211 love-

liness.

72H wounded, injured, bru-

ised, ""i/r^ destruction.

n3~] P/ was composed

(of books). ////?/ caused

to jo'm.Nifa! was joined,

allied himself. "13*11 apos-

tate, tyrant (XVI, 1.37).

^?n scholar. 1?M9 author.

i"TCn society. n"W311 com-

pany.
J"P3i1 cask, pitcher.

B 13n imprisoned.
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TH doctrine, H>N "TH cus-

tom of the world.

D"ntrod, strangled.

l^TJ explained, delivered a

homily. Hofa/was sought,

explained. BftTf or W^
problem, inquiry, thesis,

a thing required. ^1P ex-

position.
t^llfin n^B house

of study.

]W*l fat offering.

W[ religion. ^Pft theologian.

see -

n see "M3.

"Wn uttered, jl^n mind,

thought.

}iD,?n bishop.
n worthy, appropriate.

1-j'n worth. |3n| as it ought

to be.

"]"' This (Aramaic).

adorned. P/ was

adorned. "WTH adornment.

TJHO beautiful.

see ^K\

see HT.

how.

Nithpael originated,

came into being.

something that exists, a

being. HJin existence.

1i?n that is.

n?n thus.

rpni //"(/?/ destroyed, ^l^n

nV^? indulged in pleas-

ures. n??n law, rule.

n2?n3 according to the

rule, ^ifHP manner, way.
[^n] D^n^l Book ofPsalms.

7?lnp hilarious.

[nom jion 5N father of the

multitude, paitanic name
for Abraham.

HPn girdle, belt.

[QDnipoa/j was discomfited.

jn...jn whether...or,either...

or.

[mm nan pleasure.
nmn /nmn See rru.

p^"11|jn Aphrodisius, name
of a philosopher.

see

see

behold.

pondered.
WH mockery.

'
!
TT certain.

Venice.

^T.? Verde, name of a place.

1 fetus.
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studied.

inferior, bad.

defect.

-* gran.

ny-hf dried fig.

Dt?2 body. ''PP*-! bodily,corp-

oreal. "?^H idea of

corporeality, anthropo-

morphism.
"l&'3 bridge.

moaned.

Cp2"T] Hithpael was joined.

np^ attachment.

"W-'T speach. "1?"^ com-

mandment. rmrrn rntys?

Ten Commandments. H2

"Hi^n power or faculty

of speech,rational faculty.

D-nfTD or D'HSnp Mutak-

allimites, sect of Arabian

philosophers.

"^ (passive participle) dis-

tinguished.

boat.

Tmplum Domini.

nT'T habitation, dwel-

ling.

1WTC gift.

[nnl] "nip refutation.

stress.

S
1 de.

r"
5

! judgment, sense.

litigant. ]TP(Aramaic in-

finitive) to judge. "-T7P

city, state. TT9 political,

civic.

Nithpalpel

was impoverished, was

bad, deteriorated.

Hp,h fire.

JT^P? Damahin; see |2K

Ctp
1

'! Dimsith (Emmaus),
name of a place.

ffi

1

"! expected. "PIPu H2

imaginative faculty.^Slp

imaginary. ^P"TP? think-

ing. rWB'W likeness, p"
1^

(p/rfl/ D^-'D^) simile,

parable.

D1] (DID (Ho/al participle)

besmirched, covered with

dust.

^Jp
15

! was particular, strict.

n*p1T thinness, fineness,

snbtlety. p'Tp^ grammar.

p"!?p."lP grammarian.

grammatical.

rung, rank.
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[WD] Hifil became fat. rvn2

creation, creature. r^N"1

")!!

health.

^nf(^a and '5n>son ofRab-

bi, of the school of Rabbi.

a
purity.

a At the Beginning,

first portion of the Pent-

ateuch.

Tpfrf flesh and blood,

mortal.

1X3 Gaon, head of an acad-

emy.
;] 33 hti upon, by the

side of. *$$ 71? upon.
?5J1] 72210 restricted, lim-

ited, definite.

^:i -oa cock, rmaann

effort, strengthening.

73Jedda, name of a place.

na or TT3 rent, tore (VI,

1, 1. 10).

njl defined. *H3 definition.

a clean linen, fine laun-

dry work.

^ known sins, literally a

thing that is apparent

(XI, 1, 1. 7).

]! Guzman, name of a

man.

Gulf.

Gulf of the Berbers.

S]'3 body. ^BW bodily, corp-

oreal.

"Hl^ia Georgian.

V\ (paitanic form of ^3)

drew near.

BB^13 corruption of BBBW
:

(Jehoshaphat).

"113 decided, necessitated,

decreed. Nifalwas derived

(grammatical). Hithpael

was cut off. H^T^ decree.

"I-PH? a bowing down.

nan^ Gehenna.

D^^ (p/r/ of 7^3) joys.

n^'
1

^;!'';! Gentila, name of a

woman.

[n?i] Nithpaelrevealed him-

self, appeared. fVi73 capt-

ivity, exile. r7| &'"!

exilarch.

HD3] '31(=npWl)and the rest,

etc., literally and as it

concludes. "WB3 perfect.

"33 blamed. HMD blame-

worthy. H^ia blame, dis-

grace.

W
big. J"l$^fWD3.haughtiness.

n3 cried. n;i?3 cry.

73
///)?/ rejected.

2")3 occasioned. D1^3 cause.
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a philosopher.

$ or 5T)N happened.

"!^ earthly, temporal.
N cistern, pit.

iftyK Asia. 'H'Wa

Asia Major.
N (with suffix) the same,

this one.

citron.

HN2] Hithpael was ex-

plained. "V'N- explanation.

1K2P explained, evident,

manifest.

Ip^Nl^SIl Barbaric; see

"HNS Bari, name of a place

in Italy.

K22 gate. KlHf K22 last

gate, name of a talmudic

tractate.

[Vni h^Zn distinction.

zrr^T? (p/ r 7 of r6i)

bdellium.

[S121 Kin the future world,

2/iy being understood.

nN"2 advent, arrival.^1^9

relevance, literally entr-

ance (XXVI, 1. 34).

W"2 Bona, Good.

? trial.

rvnn2 youth.
""1122 expression, utterance.

[nI22] nntp2n trust, confid-

ence (XLI, 1. 76), pledge,

promise.

7122 was annulled. P*W an-

nulled. Hithpael same as

Kal. ?l?2 absurd,idle,vain,

illogical. 7*122 annulment.

fntp^2 Beatrice.

[p ] Hqfal was understood.

intermediate.

synagogue.

"TSn house of study.

nen n-*? bath-house.

?.r disgraced.

[fto] f-lN 1^2 ancients of

the earth (XI, 2, 1. 5).

7-1272 confusion.

Tip
H2 heavenly voice. J"l?|

^"^ at one time, simult-

aneously.

2 Basil, name of ar.

emperor.

\.tt-]Hithpael became fixed

was firmly established.

JO1?2 question.

r\7^(feminine of /??2)own-

er, mistress.

""pr. well-versed, conversant,

visit.
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^ mighty, tyrannical.

ite Al-Nasir, name of

a Caliph
^M C|^P^ (Aramaic infinit-

ive) to learn. P]?^9 teacher.

]<$ teaching, study.

^iS'pK Alfonso, name of a

king.

P?Oplp/V Al-Constant-

ini, name of a man.

of a place in North Africa

Al-Rahman; see

ecca,name

of a place in Arabia.

nation (
= biblical flBK).

X]//0/aJ was entrusted

with something. JVIfip^,

nflOK truthfulness. 'flpN

true, reliable. filBK veri-

fication. rWJBK workman-

ship, handicraft. v??2

3DK craftsmen.
"

ip/e) strengthened.

[ION] jy^/ extolled.

p^/ was boastful.

saying. ^^^P sentence.

(infinitive) to say.
3 as if to say, that is.

[nDK] (secondary roo

was verified.

see ^"10.

^2 ) towards.

groanng.
13K ,^1ii< ,WN human.

^R?9^ speculum.

HTXP Nn^BpH lucid

speculum.

P forbade. "I^DKforbidden.

1DN prohibition.

B
P]N although.

SB

]? nevertheless.

?:

<

'S^ pope.

^//?/ grew dark.

jltSBK Plato, name of a

philosopher.

K*!fi Africa.

Astrolabe.

V^ Azinia, name ofa place,

which has not been ident-

ified (VII, 1.21).

f3K Ocean.

Arabia.

Arabia

Felix.

n^
lath, half a brick.

ffl^'H? length, n'"!^ date.

njip*]K Armenia.

^N Aristotle, name of
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N Ab, name of the eleventh

month in the Jewish cal-

endar. pBH 2K see ]!&<"!
.

N Abitor, name of a

liturgic poet of the elev-

enth century.

i |2K Ibn Rushd, name

ofanArabian philosopher.
WOT ]f

K Ibn Damahin,
name of an admiral.

*? p3N something re-

sembling slander, literally

the dust of slander.

/OK torch.

limb.

vital members.

see .

B"UK Agrippa, name of a

king of Palestine.

treatise.

earth (XVI, 1.10).

,blushed.

lS redness.

(=nr') time. KJWn this

time, now.

ai^K see ^.

ar.

9|r^ hospital.

nnilK unity.

'Knot. ^?*f
s

it is im-

possible.

nK^Ntt^K Italy.

Vttpn* when.

[11Wr.3P (=i9 andl?)whence.

siSKn^N Indian.

^iD^X Isles.

^'individual.

KT2ttf <lX Spires, name of a

town in Germany.
N tavern.

X divinity, god-

head. ${5 A1^ divine,

metaphysical, theological.

these.

n^ Al-Hakim, name of

a Caliph.

Al-Khattab. see

lexander, name of

a philosopher. ^P|^
Alexandria, name of a

town in Egypt.
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L.91. Via] The pronominal suffix refers to JV313T, though

it is feminine.

L.92. 'ui 1D1] The subject is r:a.

L.98. np:] The subject is linn (1.93).

L.99. DS^nnrn] The pronominal suffix refers to nwiaxy.

LI. 115, 116. 'lil "pay] Comp. Proverbs 5.5.

XLVI. NAPHTALI HIRZ (HARTWIG) WESSELY

Shire Tiferet, vol. VI (part of canto XVII), pp. 32, seq. Every

line has thirteen syllables, and ends with a word whose

accent is on the penult. No shewa occurs at the beginning

of any word, a hatef being counted as a full vowel at the

beginning of a word and disregarded in the middle.

L. 3. IDS'l] Though the vocalization iDtn
'

is gram-

matically preferable, the poet needs a word with the

accent on the penult.

L. 5. 'Ul DN] Governed by nt?y in the next line.

L.16. 11NB>] Instead of JlNt? on account of the metre.

L.45. ION"!] See above, 1. 3.

L.51. nn ]0t] That is Moses; comp. Numbers 12.7.

L.60. IKn] Printed edition inserts *?3 which disturbs the

metre.

L.83. "Ul nn ty] Comp. Psalm 68.18. nr is missing in

printed edition, but has to be added on account of

the metre.

LI. 97, 98. Those who want to catch the man transgressing

this command must not pursue him on the mountain,

but should stone him from a distance.

L.102. D'lnai] The subject of this infinitive is 'Tin, and

is used in an intransitive sense; see also below, 1.107.

L.104. "pips] Instead of "?lp3>on account of the metre.
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L.28. '151 nan] Ibid. 73.27. ^on] That is, the figurative

use of TPm.
L.34. '151 K 1

? "3] Comp. Lamentations 3.33.

L.36. iniN-13] The subject is 'n (1. 35).

L.38. rein:] Read, perhaps, I'Dim.

XLV. MOSES HAYYIM LUZZATTO

La- Yesharim Tehillah (Praise to the Upright), Act II, Scene I.

An allegorical drama written mostly in blank verse. As a

rule, the lines are of ten syllables, but now and then there

are lines of six syllables. Each line ends with a word whose

accent is on the penult.

L. 4. pirno inr] The more distant.

L. 7. 1D3] Pual, the subject being D'Dt? (comp. Psalm

80.11), and nmp is accusative.

Ll.5-12. |t ... man 1

? r=] All these are temporal clauses.

L.13. ny'3 irrn] Comp. Isaiah 56.9.

LI. 18, 19. '151 Pros'] The subject is bB'lO, and the object is nn.

L.27. nrrn] The subject is mit?3 (1.25).

Ll.42,43. '151 ^>cy ^30] some such word as end is understood,

comp. Isaiah 53.11.

L.44. n
!

7X5n '3] When thou art redeemed.

L.52. TW 'no] Comp. Job 23.2. Here it means bitter lot.

L.57. nKT] Refers to ntoD who is the slave of Multi-

tude plotting against Uprightness.

L.65. HID] Instead of niO on account of the metre.

L.71. nr] Refers to rrDin (1.55) who also plots against

Uprightness.

L.73. t?3T "1D31] This is best taken as qualifying D1D1 vm

(1-74).

L.74. To be construed: nioi vm !?'3K\

L.80. nan] Masculine, though it refers to U'J'y. This re-

mark applies also to 1TD' (1. 81), etc.

L.90. "D^m *m?] Names of giants; comp. Numbers 13.22.
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XLIII. JOSEPH B. JOSHUA B. MEIR HA-KOHEN

'Emek ha-Baka, Letteris' edition, pp. 20, seq.

L. 4. '131 I'jNtr'll They (the soldiers) asked the inhabi-

tants to give them the Jews.

Ll.6-8. '131 ysa no] Adapted from Genesis 37.26.

L.10. D1133] Their glory, that is, their religion.

L.12. Drprya] Letteris reads DrP3W3, which is unlikely.

L.16. '131 pn] Comp. Exodus 11.7.

LI. 17-19. '131 D<33 1N3] Comp. 2 Kings 19.3.

L.20. '131 D'-llNn] Comp. Isaiah 7.4. '131 1Ki:r |a] Comp.

Genesis 32.12.

L.26. lyon] Comp. Jonah 1.12. Letteris reads nysn.

LI. 38, 39. '131 in
1?^ ]S] Self-immolation was common in

those days.

L.41. '131 13BH3] Comp. 1 Samuel 4.19.

L.46. DBK "?y] Against their will.

L.48. in03n nra] The biblical expression is iriD3m ion Dra.

L.60. nnx Djrt>] One people with the enemy. See, how-

ever, below (1.70), where it is "irtN.

L.73. Dtn] Used impersonally.

L.76. ITD'1] Letteris has niD'1.

L.79. '131 tyn] Isaiah 64.11.

XLIV. MENASSEH B. JOSEPH BEN ISRAEL

Nishmat Hayyim, part 2, chapter 30 (end).

L. 4. nayono] Although the grammatical subject is mi
f

the author refers it to ma 1

? . A similar remark ap-

plies to mnro (1.5), etc.

L. 7. npim] A verbal noun; literally its moving away.

L.10. TiONn r^P^l T^e true conjuntion, that is, when

the moon is directly opposite the sun.

L.12. nt3] They asserted.

L.17. '131 vov] Psalm 84.12.

LI. 26, 27. nrrf? M^n] Depends on being; a loose construction.

3
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sense. Obviously jnrni=snv 'm. and the " of TiDKn is

a punctuation mark.

L.ll. riKT] That is, the narrative. :*E-I] ==283=1523.

L.12. <122n V"iN2] From the Land of Glory, that is, Palestine.

rnx'"~i] Boats.

L.14. ~\y] Since.

L.17. D-nSTn] Dwellers; Hyde reads Drscn'D D'noiyn.

L.19. Blten] Remainder.

L.20. '131 KP'BN
1

?] To Mecca and Jedda.

L.21. nto*] Hyde reads ctoto.

L.23. nNSO:n 3'a] Ungrammatical construction. Read,

perhaps, HNSD3 naiB.

L.31. 'i;i manene] That is, guns.

L.35. 23nn] PF/to /rare/5. ?] Hyde reads ty.

L.36. irn] TAa/ .

L.40. nmrm] Hyde reads msim.

L.42. nc] Read, perhaps, -D.

L.ol. D"T3t2n] Narrators.

L.56. n*2DK ^V-} Owners of collections; adapted from

Ecclesiastes 12.11.

L.68. ffma] With regards to the requirements. rrrr] Read,

perhaps, nis% referring to the Jew.

L.70. -nyn
1

?] Hyde reads inyi
1

?.

L.72. n'rt] Read, perhaps, rm proceed, cra'r] The pro-

nominal suffix refers to ^'Di^X.

L.76. 12?:;] Hyde has lE^;n. NSIC
1

?] To /Ae ow//rf (comp.

1. 78). Hyde reads N^o 1

?.

L.81. noy] Endured.

L.83. tiHpn] Hyde reads cnp.

L.86. IT'S 'D] Hyde reads WD 'D.
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L. 6. iWyn] Accused wrongly; comp. D"n3T rb'^y (Deuter-

onomy 22.14).

L. 7. C'yainn] Accusers, imn] Wiener reads ttJTTi .

LI. 8, 9. '131 BEV^n] Comp. Genesis 18.25.

L.18. D1B6] Indefinite pronoun, any.

L.22. 1T3 r] # Aas no strength.

L.23. Itm] The Hifil would be more appropriate.

L.24. C'B'te] Wiener reads D'B'ttD.

L.27. nw^nONl] Used in the sense of evidence.

L.32. 10p] Missing in Wiener's edition. It is unlikely

that Tyx=s/z0r<.

L.33. p'rino] Divided, parted; hardly shaved.

L.34. nya] Instead of
1

7.

L.37. nns 1

?] At the door.

L.38. mpa] Waits, imyi] Wiener reads mijn.

L.49. rnxso] / met him.

L.51. anpaj Not long ago; loose usage.

L.52. nD2] Instead of biblical HD ^y.

L.59. N^B*
1

?] Unusual combination of particles to express in

order that he should not.

L.72. 'ui nr *?i] Isaiah 66.2.

L.76. nnaani] Used like linaa in the sense of confidence.

L.78. nia'JD
1

?] Used in the concrete sense of ruler.

XLII. ABRAHAM B. MORDECAI FERIZOL

Iggeret Orehot 'Olam, chapter 14. Hyde's edition (1690), pp. 90,

seq.

L. 2. to'lB] Venice codex reads 'jiriB p.

L. 3. i:Bp 331D'] 7/5 pivot turns, that is, it mainly deals

with. D'B3C7iD] That is, of the ten tribes.

L. 5. T] Governed by 3T0 1

? (1.2).

L. 7. l*sn 'V"r] Weary of desire.

L. 9. 'Ul jnr "i] Hyde reads TDKH ynrm which makes no
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word, hence the definite article is affixed to ^ya

which is construct state

L. 5. ~tiF] Literally decrees, hence necessitates.

L.12. T35? "JBO] Comp. Isaiah 16.14.

L.19. 'Hi nan] Proverbs 16.14.

L.28. 'HI -froi] Comp. itaf. 30.31. mm: BBS'S] Job 34.

4 is used here, although the construction is ungram-

matical in this connection.

L.30. 'Hi 3B^> DM Comp. ibid. 37.13.

L.31. 'm PM] That is, Rome. 'w rrt>3M] Comp.

Daniel 7.23.

L.32. rrnnn:n] Printed edition reads nnrun . tr^twipn]

Portuguese plural form.

L.33. 'HI D'Oto] Comp. Nahum 1.12.

L.37. D'rn;o] Printed edition has D'JrtfD.

L.44. DrPiB'] Printed edition inserts "ry after this word.

L.49. D'SIDI^an M1] That is, Aristotle.

L.50. eTD'] Evidently referring to Aristotle. Printed

edition reads lB^ro\

L.51. ]nrn] Printed edition has inrn. J3TI
1

? no] Comp.

Jeremiah 23.28.

L.54.
7m yB'SS] Proverbs 28.2.

L.56. taDJ] See above, XXVI, 1. 4.

L.59. niTnna] Printed edition reads nirroa. 'm D^KT "jai]

Comp. Baba Batra 34b; Gittin 60b.

L.60. 'm n'ryj] Isaiah 7.6 (shortened).

L.64. n;ps?] Each one of the kings.

L.67. crrJB>D] Of the two kinds of monarchs (consti-

tutional and absolute). Comp. Ecclesiastes 4.3.

XLI. SOLOMON IBN VERGA
Shebet Yehudah, chapter 29, Wiener's edition, pp. 48, seq.

L. 1. I&'JIS'JN] Alfonso V.

L. 2. TN
1 Instead of idiomatic "3.
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L.69. D'-ltUl] Assert, declare.

L.74. l5?nDD] Ramifies, from n?D.

XXXIX. JOSEPH ALBO

'Ikkarim, part 3, chapter 17.

L.ll. K'l'rn] Printed editions read ffrtnn.

L.12. "1D1
1

? nxn] Used impersonally, <&a is to say.

L.24. '131 non] Ezekiel 21.5.

L.25. nia3n SIIDS] ^/ /Ac end of the prophetic period.

L.27. '131 1DK] The allusion is to Zechariah 1. 8; 5. 9;

4.2,3.

L.32. '131 ns] Numbers 12.8.

L.37. '131 nx-iNl] Isaiah 6.1.

L.38. '131 K 1

? -3] Exodus 33.20.

L.45. '131 T3Ti] 7Wd. 33.11.

Ll.46,48. '131 n^n- DN] Numbers 12.6-8.

L.52. nonan nan] The imaginative faculty. no 1

? Be-

cause, since (an Arabism).

L.57. '131 Kn^pSDX] See Yebamot 49b. IX^n] Printed

editions read nwan.

L.63. 1TDS'] The real subject is na^tm which is confused

with D'BUKn.

Ll.64,65. '1J1 ^ ''IX] The word ^n'DnJ is connected, according

to this interpretation, with nonon nan.

L.75. 'ui n^:D] Yebamot 49b.

L.76. K3l] Missing in printed editions of 'Ikkarim.

L.80. '131 urn] Exodus 24.10.

L.85. nnyo] 7/ewce.

L.88. nvono] Without any qualification.

L.89. BniD] The subject is 'N3n, ]Dt.

XL. ISAAC B. JUDAH ABRAVANEL

Commentary on Deuteronomy 17.15.

L. 3. Dn"a] As the relation. *n tyan] Regarded as one
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L.43. IDOD-K'] The subject is the biblical verses.

L.49. NX'] Is cancelled, literally went out. cnssn] That is,

the paucity of Hebrew words.

L.59. ia:?m] The subject is iiB^n . . .

XXXVIII. SIMON B. ZEMAH DURAN
Magen Abot, part 3, chapter 2, p. 33.

L. 4. DrrrtD flpn] The acquisition of their food.

L. 6. HKT N 1

?] Is not of opinion, does not believe.

L.ll. pi] Subtle.

L.12. D5? rl] T"Are no/, Dtf being used in a weakened

sense as in Arabic. K'TX] Printed edition reads ^>.

L.14. D^BO] Printed edition reads irtaBtt. maffnn ny]

Through the repetition of perception.

L.20. D'^ja] /n *fce spheres.

L.21. n^SB'n] Printed edition has tatrn.

L.22. DT^^O] Abandoned; comp. Isaiah 27.10.

L.25. nrpa] Printed edition reads Drpa.

L.28. H3BO:] Emanates.

L.38. -*W1 i::n] That is, Rabbi Judah the Prince. See

'Abodah Zarah 40 b.

L.40. mia 1

? D13T] The word irnm is understood. Bnnp
1

? r

'Wl] Berakot 8a.

Ll.41,42. '131 D^pn ta] 76td 6b; Shabbat 30b.

L.42. ms^] To obey, serve, attend. All editions have

mix!?, nt
1

?] 7"o this, that is, to man.

Ll.42,43. '131 1112] Berakot 58a.

L.50. '"1 nsxr] Goiwg OM/ of logical analogy, tfpnno] From

tnp; see above,XXIII, 1. 41.

L.55. D'P'] Printed edition reads D"pn\

L.65. n'-y^n] Fallacious, misleading, from ny.

L.66. DX . . . DN] Either ... or.

L.67. c^lN] Used in the sense of as concerns.

L.68. '131 jnr] That is, God.
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L.46. rpD^sn] That is, Aristotle.

L.47. mion ain] That is, Maimonides. mion alludes to

the D'aiaJ miD. 'til ntJW] Gwide of the Perplexed,

book 2, chapter 15. The quotation is inaccurate.

LI. 51, 56. Dy] Despite (an Arabism).

L.57. rumaa] Traditionally nrnoa.

L.62. nNT] Is of opinion.

L.65. "TV] Printed edition reads "JIT. nnaion] Literally

speakers, a translation of Arabic Mutakallimun, a

famous sect of philosophers.

L.66. '121 ll?nsa] In his commentary on Aristotle's Meta-

physics.

L.72. VSpnn
1

?] Through the combination.

XXXVII. PROFIAT DURAN

Ma'aseh Efod, chapter 8. Vienna edition (1865), pp. 42 seq.

L. 2. ITU] Its definition.

L. 8. iaa] Used in a weakened sense, under Arabic in-

fluence.

L.10. DJ1X11] 77Jt> meaning.

L.ll. ni'jaB'IDa] Printed edition reads ntoBnoa.

L.16. DK] Printed edition has ay.

L.20. 'm oanm] See preface to Luma*. ni^na] / /Ae

description, definition (Arabic rasm).

L.27. Tom DSya] Essentially and constantly.

L.29. nrbo] Rhetoric.

L.30. npD] /vow Aw (the Psalmist's) saying. Psalm 119.

103. rtXT] 77e ws/zej /o 5cy.

Ll.33,34. TtT . . . T'J] The first means poem, the second

peotry. Read, perhaps, rrrB' in the second place.

L.38. ^B'D TIT *?y] Allegorically. Dn^n TB'J Canticles is

called a poem because it is allegorical.

L.39 IIIT crp] A special quality.
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L.35. DS?n] The Name, that is, God.

L.36. '131 "irtKl] Comp. Genesis 18.12.
"

L.37. '131 rm] #a/f a ftn'cfe by a brick, that is, of small

dimensions.

L.40. ipru] Comp. Job 17.11.

L.41. ""Dnp lonp] Venice edition reads "Clip "Dmp.

L.43. '131 Enca] A play on Psalm 68.15.

L.44. ion] In accordance with the rhyme, instead of "DD

of Venice edition, im] Jumped out.

L.46. n:ie>n] From na /// out.

L.47. tWro For i
1

?^!}: '131 D'xnsi] Comp. Amos 4.3.

XXXVI. LEVI B. GERSHON
Milhamot ha-Shem, part 6, chapters 1 and 2.

L. 2. no JSlO] . / ^owe wcy, to some extent. For the vocali-

zation comp. Proverbs 25.11.

L. 3. t?mn] It may also be vocalized ernn a thing

sought, problem, thesis.

L. 4. ro] Pronominal suffix refers to iiTpnn.

L. 5. niyi] Construct state. For the retention of the

vowel under T comp. nyt from yr.

L. 6. 1KXD-] The vocalization 1K?p: would be more

grammatical, but less in accord with the philosophic

style; comp. below, 1. 53. D5?n] God, comp. above,

XXXV, 1.35, and elsewhere.

L.13. 3"t?D] Concept.

L.14. V3TD1] Printed edition reads 13'B>D1.

L.24. 1S3^] 7s withheld, is inaccessible.

L.30. 1pm
1

?] Instead of llprft of printed edition, nwto n3D3)

First Cause, that is, God.

L.34. i:"5?3] In its essence.

L.37. DB^] Printed edition reads DBT?.

L.45. wfTB3] Literally his falling, that is, attaining. The

pronominal suffix refers to "D^ (1. 44).
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L.39. '131 o] 1 Samuel 2.30.

L.40. "D] Printed edition reads na .

L.48. r^iys &"] These are the opening words of the sec-

ond chapter. 'Arakin 16b.

L.51. '131 mm] Proverbs 9.8.

L.58. DBTIBa] Literally when the Name, that is, God.

XXXV. KALONYMOS B. KALONYMOS B. MEIR

EbenBohan, Venice edition (1546), p. 59d.

L. 3. '131 IS] A play on Isaiah 8. 16. Here IX is a noun

as in Exodus 4.25.

L. 8. maty] Youth.

L. 9. '131 HK] Comp. Psalm 49.8.

L.ll. '131 "n] Literally my /t/e for a generation of gen-

erations. It is also possible to vocalize n /Ae /wi-

poral life.

L.15. emi ,13 *wn] Venice edition reads trri -p inn' .

My emendation is obvious. '131 m"?3n] Comp. 2

Samuel 6.20.

L.16. mpo] Hope.

L.19. nw] Comp. Hosea 10. 1. Here it seems to mean:

he makes equal, that is, fruit according to one's merits.

L.22. mi H3] Venice edition reads m ins. Kohen-Zedek

emends it to DT 1D3.

L.23. nora] That is, in the strength and blood of the

body.

L.26. rty] Its leaves.

L.27. wsm] Venice edition has 'OlJ'tPni.

L.28. X"nN . . . Knn] TA one that departeth and cometh

not back, that is, youth. Comp. Shabbat 152a.

'U1 ItTK ny] Comp. Ecclesiastes 12.6.

L.31. niB'] Venice edition reads ma . na] Moribund.

DH 1

?] Refers to days. ~am] Literally broken, that

is, sickly.
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L.72. MHN] That is, Daniel his friend.

L.78. NB>3] Forgave.

L.81. iyu] Printed edition has lynr. iy3B>] Instead

on account of the rhyme.

L.85. nanND] Usual idiom is nanNa .

L.87. Dnaoa] On account of their tortures. Perhaps we

ought to read nnaoa.

L.89. ISXpnn N 1

?] Used impersonally: There was no wrath.

L.90. nniN . . . mraN] Instead of DHIX . . . nriTSK

of printed edition.

XXXIV. JUDAH B. ASHER

Part of the ethical will of Judah b. Asher. Schechter's edition,

pp. 11, seq.

L. 3. D'npS?] Printed edition has D'lpty, which may be

vocalized D'"!^.

L. 5. l
1

?] Refers to 1B7I.

L. 9. NX'] The subject is yen.

L.ll. l^D] The Nifal would be more idiomatic.

L.12. HDNPl] This word is used parenthetically.

L.15. 'in DDNl] Comp. Isaiah 28.22.

L.17. '131 DIN 1

?] Printed edition reads rnxV niN^Q 1

?.

.
L.21. 13DO] Refers to ynn p6.

L.23. N32] Missing in printed edition. Baba Batra 165a.

L.24. ITDym] The amoraim referred it, or explained it.

L.25. '131 ISO' *7N] 'Arakin 16a.

Ll.26,27. 'Ul TNXa NT] Pirke Abot 1.17.

LI.28, 29. U . . .13] Refers to man (speech) understood.

L.31. WD'TD] 7/ts garment. ^Dntyni] Pirke Abot 1.13.

L.34. nans'j] Nithpael. '1:1 tr'Nm] Numbers 12.3.

L.35. '131 nsD] Pirke Abot 4.4.

L.36. nnB'ytJ' no] Yerushalmi Shabbat 3c, in commenting

on Psalm 111.10 and Proverbs 22.4. The printed edi-

tion is corrupt.
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L. 8. DN'Xan] Fashioned them, made them exist; used in the

philosophic sense.

L. 9. Qtoa miaya] Instead of nx-u miaya of the printed

edition.

L1.10, 11. '131 iy-n] Comp. Genesis 3.7.

L.13. W31DN] Adjective plural feminine; comp. Exodus

17.12. ty lay:] Remain at.

L.15. nrr^yi] Refers to niyirr.

L.16. 1p3"l] Instead of Ipan on account of the rhyme.

L.17. nBKJT] Comp. Psalm 94.4.

L.20. ^K] This preposition is not used in the Bible with

this verb; it may therefore be a corruption of ^K3 in

God.

L.21. mn&%

] Printed edition reads mMJtr.

L.23. my] Printed edition has my.
L.29. inp^nm, r^is?] Instead of inp^nn r'yityi of print-

ed edition.

L.33. rs'Xl nnnm] Printed edition has 1S"S1 mnni.

L.35. ^K^n] This is supposed to be Dante his friend.

L.37. ntnsi] Governed by ''mat (1.35).

L.43. '131 KBn] Comp. Isaiah 53.12.

L1.46, 47. y^in"
1

? . . . nt^D
1

?] That is, master and disciple.

L.47. -ION" 15?Ka] As is usually said.

L.48. 'm la^-n] Amos 3.3.

L1.55, 56. ^xa . . . ax^ns] Comp. Exodus 31.2, 6.

Ll.57,58. 'U1 no] This is an adaptation of Exodus 36. 5.

It is possible that the poet intended the word

"HO to be a plural, construct state, of 13 cloth, garment.

L.58. men] Instead of niD'n of printed edition.

L.59. DnaDD] Comp. Ezekiel 28.13.

L.65. 'Ml 1UD in
11 N 1

?] Comp. Job 28.15.

L.69. 3"B>pn] Printed edition has atypn. It may be that the poet

intended it to be at^pn on account of the rhyme.
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Ll.36,37. 'l D'N'Btt] A clever adaptation of Proverbs 25.14.

Here D'K't?2 is used in the sense of rising or conceit,

and DtP3 in the Arabic sense of body:

Vainglorious and corporeal things without a spirit.

In the Soncino edition the words are given as in the

Bible.

L1.40, 41. "pnnn T^] Observe the contrast: God

above, and the grave beneath.

LI. 44-46. When the vile man rises, and the noble man is

humbled, it is all from God.

L.46. -fron] That is, God. Comp. 2 Kings 1.9.

L.54. D^D 11 mo] A space of time.

L.57. nub] May mean pride 'or body.

L.59. '131 mns] That is, the soul; comp. 1 Samuel 25.29.

SJD3 "Si] Pieces of silver; comp. Psalm 68.31.

L.64. '1:1 Tin] A clever adaptation of 2 Kings 1. 10.

Soncino edition reads DTi^X B'N. 7&on] That is, the

fifty thousand gold pieces.

L.65. N2S1] This word is used in the sense of pleasure,

being connected with the Aramic root.

L.66. '131 mtyp] The first means conspiracy, the second

covenant.

L.67. naiDl] Some editions add naiDl n:pa.

Ll.69,70. IDtr-HD] Soncino edition omits HD.

L.73. 3in] Missing in Soncino edition.

XXXIII. IMMANUEL B. SOLOMON OF ROME

This is part of the twenty-eighth composition of the Mahberot

'Immanuel, and is entitled Ha-Tofet we-ha-'Eden (Hell and

Paradise). It is written in a manner similar to that of

Dante's Divine Comedy. Wilheimer's edition, pp. 230, seq.

L. 5. 'ui Ton] The pious of the Gentiles, an expression of

frequent occurrence in rabbinic literature.
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LI. 94, 95. jnn ... irvnoru] A parenthetical clause.

The rest means: Far be it from us that the words of

the prophet should be made to apply to us. See Hosea

10.9 ; the order is changed to suit the rhyme.

L.98. riT33] In the castle, that is, in the structure of Jew-

ish tradition.

L.102. mm] Greek philosophy.

L.103. rrrnan] Arabic philosophy.

L.105. tbvr] Rather a loose construction; we should prob-

ably read tbvfr . Comp. Pirke Abot 2.21, where our

editions have

XXXII. JEDAIAH HA-BEDERSI

Behinat 'Olam, chapters 8 and 9. Soncino edition (1484). Some

of the phrases are reminiscent of Bahya's reflections. See

above, XV.

L. 2. nrin 1

?] Some editions have Win 1

?.

L. 3. TDriD] A denominative of the word Tan. 'Ul IlK
1

?]

See Job 33.30.

L. 4. nnjDDn] Borders, that is, balustrades.

L. 6. DE>1 T3] With possession and fame.

L. 9. S?nT3] Missing in the Soncino edition, but supplied

by later editions.

L.13. niKUn] Rebellion, disobedience.

L.19. 35SW] So Soncino edition, instead of 33^0 of the

other editions.

L.25. 'm S
313] A pregnant expression: the pleasures of

the flesh which cause grief; literally the grieved of the

pleasures of the flesh.

L.26. TTb] On the way to eternal life.

L.29. nr n 1

?
11

] The vicissitudes of time (an Arabism fre-

quently employed by the Jewish-Arabic poets).

L.31. UDNDn] Soncino edition reads inDKDD.
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L.19. jnTiB>0] Of both of them, that is, of the words of the

Torah and of the words of the sages. The writer may
have used this word in a double sense: in the syna-

gogues and houses of study of their carousal (literally

drinks).

Ll.20,21. rninn m:] The fences around the Torah.

LI. 22, 23. '131 nON" "a] Abraham and Sarah are not real

persons, but symbolize matter and form.

L.25. 1TTIT] Venice edition reads TiTlf.

L.27. SN^nBSXn] Venice edition has aN^llBXKn.

L.28. '131 D'aen:] The allusion is to Numbers 21.6.

L.30. '131 njaiN] The allusion is to Genesis 14.1-15.

L.38. ''BB'Ba] In the plain interpretation of.

L.49. ipya] In the chief principle, that is, God.

L.53. tna] Comp. Jeremiah 2.24.

L.54. no noan] Venice edition reads no moan. Comp. Jere-

miah 8.9 '131 urc&\ Comp. Ecclesiastes 3.18.

L.58. 103] As it is.

L.64. 1DK'] Venice edition reads "IOIKH.

L.69. M'BT?] Venice edition reads 13^1.

L.71. K-i1E>3O vcs&] Literally a c/w'/> /rom the beam, that is,

a portion of the sin.

L.72. man ISDa] The allusion is to the first epistle.

L.76. D3QN EINI] Venice edition has niOK 1K1.

L.77. nain] Defeat; a clever adaptation of Genesis 14.15,

where it is a name of a place.

L.79. 13tnn] We endeavored. Comp. Jonah 1.13.

L.80. K331] That is, with the word N3 / pray thee.

L.81. rura ainn] Venice edition reads anna rurn. But

see Hosea 7.11.

L.85. DB^] Literally to the Name, that is, to God.

L.91. '131 lB>y -itt'N] The reference is to Joshua 22.10-34.

L.94. ^affNn] That is, traditional Judaism.
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L.60. mt?y n3DB>] Eighteen Benedictions, which form an

important part of every service.

L.64. '131 ran] Psalm 10.17.

L.70. H3 1

?
1

?!] Loose construction. The author had intn

in mind.

L.71. rutopnt?] The prominal suffix refers to the epistle.

XXXI. SOLOMON B. ABRAHAM IBN ADRET
This epistle, which is in rhymed prose, is the second of a series

of three letters written on this subject. In vehement lan-

guage the author denounces those who make light of the

words of the Law and prefer philosophy to the words of

God. The three epistles were written with the consent of

the Jewish community at Barcelona. Venice edition of the

Responsa of Rashba (1545), p. 66a.

L. 1. V'yr] Venice edition has ^Til" which later edi-

tions corrected into ^31" "O . '131 msyi] Comp.

Job 4.2.

LI. 2, 3. ]D"m ...^N'ri"N] Names of wise men mentioned

in the Bible; comp. Proverbs 30.1; 1 Kings 5.11.

L. 3. ]BTn "5:13:1] The afflicted of the time. Read, per-

haps, "5:3:1.

LI. 4, 5. IDK:, ION:] The first means faithful, the second

persistent, continuous.

L.ll. ^3n3l] Venice edition reads "?3rai. The allusion is

to 1 Samuel 10.5.

L.12. '131 m313] Comp. Hosea 13.1.

L.13. TDK "n"?N K 1

?
1

?] To something which is not the God of

truth.

L.15. DK3P3] Venice edition has DnN3p3.

L.I 7. '131 asn 1

?] Comp. Jeremiah 2.13.

L.18. D"13-l] Comp. 2 Kings 17.9. The phrase is slightly

changed here to suit the rhyme. Venice edition reads

nnan.
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L.34. )1BD] Worthy, through an erroneous interpretation of

Deuteronomy 33.21.

L.36. '131 to run] Genesis 18.27.

L.40. '131 DlpD 'JSS] Comp. Megillah 31a. '131 DnD] Isaiah

57.15.

L.46. 'Ul D31DN nvri] Comp. Isaiah 33.6.

L.47. '131 TTiD 11

DKl] Jeremiah 23.24. '131 Ty K'rn] Comp.

Zechariah 4.10.

L.48. noiJO] Literally flight, used here in the sense

transitoriness.

L.51. T^3n] Aramaic plural of K'rsn spice, something to sea-

son with. It may also be vocalized r/O1? .

XXX. MOSES B. NAHMAN
Iggeret ha-Ramban.

L. 5. '131 Dylan te] Midrash Le-'Olam, chapter 15 (Je-

linek's.Be/ ha-Midrash, III, p. 117).

L. 6. '131 ion] Ecclesiastes 11.10.

L. 7. '131 yen D31] Proverbs 16.4.

L. 8. pnnm] Instead of panm.

L. 9. '131 3py] Ibid. 22.4.

L.10. '131 1ND] Pirke Abot 4.4.

L.ll. '131 trxm] Numbers 12.3.

Ll.13,14. '131 K3T nl] Isaiah 57.15.

L.18. '131 Kfci] Jeremiah 23.24.

L.19. '131 n3n] 1 Kings 8.27 and Proverbs 15.11.

L.23. '131 inrx] Pirke Abot 4.1.

Ll.29,30. '131 -ftp ] Psahn 93.1.

L.34. '131 ntrym] 1 Chronicles 29.12.

L.35. '131 tniD "j 1 Samuel 2.7.

L.36. '131 TDD] Job 12.20.

L.45. t?npn 1321] That is, Judah the Prince, redactor of

the Mishnah.

Ll.49,50. '131 -TO^n] Baba Mezi'a 33b.
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L.35. '131 nK-i] Sotah 21b.

L.41. The word nwao or noiu may have fallen out before

L.43. "KOI] A form like 333 from noi.

L.45. '131 nna] Proverbs 31.8.

L.46. none] Fraudulent; a case where trickery is suspected

but cannot be proved. T3E>m] The subject is the

litigant.

L.51. '131 IBM] Ezekiel 18.18.

L.53. B3iy] This word is missing in the text of Wistinetzki

who prints three dots.

XXIX. ELEAZAR B. JUDAH B. KALONYMOS OF
WORMS

Part of the Introduction to the Sefer Rokeah.

L. 1. ^>lO3n] We should expect ^N before this word.

L. 2. JV3133^>] Whiteness; but the author may have con-

sidered it an adjective.

L. 3. roiB 'tee] Ungrateful.

LI. 5. 6. '131 nay] Comp. Psalm 2.11; 100.2.

L. 7. '131 ww] Comp. Psalm 16.8.

L. 9 rurPBTl] Remove it; comp. Proverbs 12.25, and

Yoma 75a; Sotah 42b.

L.14. p ty "3] All the more.

L.20. moi mo *72] Every measure, that is, every phase.

Ll.23,24. 'U1 IKS" TB ^y] A clever adaptation of Numbers

27.21. Here it means the worms will pass to and fro

on thy mouth.

L.26. 'Ul IIND] Comp. Isaiah 9.4. If the text is not

corrupt, the meaning seems to be: Murmur not

against God, but against thyself for having caused His

judgments to be executed against thee, thou being

one of the r3"n *n??vy. It is also possible that 'rfo:? is a

corruption of "m^:? the messengers of.
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XXVIII. JUDAH B. SAMUEL HE-HASID

Sefer Hasidim, Judah Wistinetzki's edition, paragraphs 19024-

19030, pp. 446, seq.

L. 4. '131 3nyD] Literally make my disposition towards them

pleasant. The printed edition reads 3~iiyo, which is

due to the confusion of the expression by inyn Knn D^iy
1

?

nr-on oy roiiyo BIN (Ketubot 17a).

L. 5. main] Conduct, training, from the root n3l.

L. 6. rftiit? ...oiNjr'B*] Wistinetzki has -.^::? ...iniK3trr.

L. 7. '131 ienn] Proverbs 13.24. ']3l "a ^3] Mo'ed Katon 17a.

L. 8. '131 --3D
1

?] Leviticus 19.14.

L. 9. ays'] The subject is the son.

L.10. '131 tMf] Psalm 27.13.

L.ll. 11P3 K'ri
1

?] 77zere ore dote o the word tM? in the

Bible. Sec Berakot 4a.

L.12. 3iro'] Wistinetzki reads 3"n3ty. '131 lasy ^l]l Kings 1.6.

L.15. D'yintf] That is, the judges, his colleagues, err. The

second case is when he himself is not a member of the

court.

L.18. KS03] Literally it is found, that is, the result is.

L.20. -j-nni] Psalm 45.5.

L.21. y?DD] Literally from the general rule, that is, by im-

plication.

L.23. '131 np-ix B"] Comp. Isaiah 5.7.

L.24. H3TH NV] Leviticus 19.29. It is third person femi-

nine in that passage.

L1.25, 26. '131 t]N3n N 1

?] Exodus 20.13, 14. All these verbs may
be read as causative forms.

L.27. 'ui ran i"?i] Psalm 7.14.

L.29. npl
1

?] That is, each of the D'SN3D "Vys.

L.30. '131 inun] Comp. Hagigah 5a.

L.31. nxxai] Comp. above, 1. 18.
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L.27. '131 yTl] Comp. Isaiah 42.13.

L.28. n^yo] Missing in the printed editions, but should be

supplied for the sake of the rhyme.

L.30. The metre is Wafir.

L.32. '3il] Literally is it because? hence indeed, verily. See

Genesis 27.36; and above, XVII, 1, 1. 30.

L.39. The metre is Wafir.

L.41. '131 I^Nl] If prophecy were personified.

L.45. iT^Jl] Other editions have iT^n. naanm] Comp.
Ecclesiastes 7.12.

L.47. JDT3] In the vicissitudes of time, that is, in life, in

this world. The metre is Kamil (c).

L.49. D3
1

?] Comp. Exodus 17.16.

L.54. 'Ul 'njoa] Comp. Canticles 4.4.

L.56. The metre is Kamil (c).

L.58. J'KD] Without.

L.66. The metre is Kamil (c).

L.70. IPT!"|] The old man, that is, the "hero" who is about

to reveal his identity. This word is probably used in

the sense of Arabic Sheikh.

L.73. 'Wl nnty KTtt] Comp. Proverbs 31.29.

L.80. "?3 riD3n] Possibly ty fell out before *?3. But see

Psalm 85.3.

LI. 83, 86, 89. 31BT1] Becomes (an Arabism).

L.84. p3l] Accordingly.

L.91. 'Ul nisi] Proverbs 31.29.

L.93. The metre is Wafir.

L.97. -non] The narrator; comp. above, 1. 1.

L.102. 13n] Heber the Kenite is the "hero" of all the Maka-

mat; see below, 1. 109. The metre is Wafir.

L.103. nn^B &>N] Comp. Nahum 2.4.

L.105. ya] Rhetoric; literally speech.

L.109. inan] Our scholar.
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L.50. Bnniv] Happens (an Arabism).

L.53. rbJlD] The things to which he has been accustomed.

notwra] God's corporeality; the reference is to the

anthropomorphic expressions in the Bible, as, e.g.,

Genesis 3.8.

L.54. y^TffVff] Literally it has become settled, that is, be-

come a fixed dogma.

L.55. D^isn1

?] To magnify or respect them. All editions

have n'mrfr which makes no sense; but Efodi seems

to have had n^'nan^ in his text. Perhaps we ought

to emend a'TJ-in'? to n^Jinb to regard them as dis-

tinguished. DiTtSlB'B] Their plain sense.

L.58. ISpO] All editions read "llXpD.

XXVII. JUDAH B. SOLOMON AL-HARIZI

The nineteenth Makamah, or chapter.of the Tahkemoni. It is in

rhetorical rhymed prose, interspersed with short poems.

L. 1. "mwn tD'n] This name of the biblical sage (comp.

1 Kings 5.11) has been adopted for the name of the

"narrator" (Al-Harizi himself?) who records the ex-

ploits and wonderful utterances of the "hero", Heber

the Kenite (see below, 1. 109).

L. 3. nexn] Literally yoke, that is, company.

L. 4. rmrt>D] Rhetoric. See below, XXXVII, 1.30.

L. 7. nmen] Praiseworthy, used in the Arabic sense of

this root.

L.12. The metre is Wafir.

L.14. 2*?D] Instead of aba on account of the metre.

L.I 5. myoi] See above, XI, 3, 1. 5.

L.16. rryn nn] Comp. Hosea 12.2.

L.19. N231] In the next world, mr ^-n] Comp. Psalm 62.11.

L.21. The metre is Wafir.
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L.22. Dto] The 1 expresses even. in] Even number, literally

a pair. TlBJ] Odd, literally separated.

L.23. D-mpDm] Minerals.

L1.24, 25. 'ui nnaanm] The phrase ntrsn^ . . rrnanm is the

subject of KXDi. Some editions insert noiN before H3;

but Efodi in his commentary does not seem to have

had HD1N which is not represented in the Arabic origi-

nal published by Munk. Fiirstenthal inserts HOIK ^"33

after D"lK. If P1D1K is retained, the sense and

construction are entirely changed, and nnajnm is

to be emended to, or considered as ml33nn^l: Be-

cause the intellect endeavors to examine and investi-

gate them, there exists a thinking sect in every na-

tion, at all times. JDT ^33] Some editions have ...^>33l.

L.28. 101^3] May be taken as an infinitive with 3 and

vocalized ipi
1

??, or as participle with I^N? (10^3).

L.32. njna] Rejection, 'rsop] Ignorant, in the philoso-

phic sense.

L.33. JTnBIDn np^nan] A controversy capable of demonstrative

proof.

L.35. ^atan] Confusion.

L.36. D'TfrKn] Metaphysical. D"y3Bn] Physical.

L.37. D^-llD^n] Scientific. -Dmen] Aphrodisius, a

commentator of Aristotle's works. He flourished at

the beginning of the third century.

L.38. JHD nn] Editions have DHD in.

L.39. KIHB'] Refers to nDN, which is feminine.

L.45. DriB> HD 'D3] Although they are.

L.46. nu-non] Cities. See above, VII, 1. 47.

L.47. Dm:n3] The pronominal suffix refers to cities.

L.48. Dnyn nun K^l] Literally their mind is not at rest, that

is, they derive no satisfaction.
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L.25. HDia] For the use of the Kal comp., e. g., Proverbs

12.16. Davidson reads noia.

L.26. 'B>p] Davidson has .Tt?p.

L.39. '131 "laT
1

?!] To discuss legal points with them.

L.42. I
1

?] That is, to the husband. Read, perhaps, "^

L.45. irDBX'l] The subject is the lad.

L.50. iniK] That is, the necklace.

XXVI. SAMUEL B. JUDAH IBN TIBBON

Translation of Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed, vol. I,

chapter 31.

L. 1. "B^Nn] Tradition vacillate? between "WiK ,-VUX

and 'tyttx.. It may also be "BtoH. (comp. DTK. -DTK).

Drtrt? ...inaa] To be construed nrB>rr> ...inaap.

L. 2. rwseai] Some editions have niK'SCai which is the

more frequent form.

L. 3. H3D3] To be taken in a weakened sense meaning

form. nrutyn] The pronominal suffix is the object.

L. 4. ^3DM] Although the Arabic verb represented by this

word is in the first conjugation (=Kal), the Piel seems

to be intended, probably because it is denominative.

See "race, below, 1. 32.

L. 5. aTinc] Necessarily follows.

L. 6. IDTrtJ'] Literally that may happen, that is, at any

possible distance.

L. 7. D'Taa] May also be vocalized D^??.

L. 8. Tan "^K] The individuals of the human race.

L.ll. mp'ty . . .pTrt?] See above, 1. 6.

L.12. nna] That is, the perceptions of the human intellect.

L.14. wryo] From his own speculation, without being taught.

L.18. pBD] ppp may be more correct.

L.20. nt yiDPia] The preposition a is here an Arabism;

PIT is used in a neuter sense.
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L.40. '131 31B] Psalm 37.16.

L.41. IT noo] His means; comp. Deuteronomy 16.10.

L.51. o-Tom] See above, 1. 32. poo] Hifil of no:.

L.52. 1333] Towards.

L.54. nn rrWD D-3B
1

?] Literally within the line of law,

that is, more than required by law.

L.56. '131 rabm] Deuteronomy 28.9. BTia] Some editions

read B>ns3.

in no] Shabbat 133b; Sotah 14a.

The doing of them. It is used as an

infinitive, and the pronominal suffix is the object.

L.67. '131 Dn] This is a consecutive clause: Because the

Creator is called by these names, they belong to the

middle course. Some editions read cm, making it

a co-ordinate clause, and omit 1 of ritOpil (1. 68).

which thereby becomes the consecutive clause.

L.68. mo 1

?^] Some editions read nD"?B>.

L.69. '131 rnyT "3] Genesis 18.19.

L.71. '131 ivo
1

?] Ibid.

XXV. JOSEPH B. MEIR IBN ZABARA

Sefer Sha'ashu'im, Davidson's edition, pp. 49, seq.

L.16. nsnoi] And wounded it (the heart). The suffix is

omitted on account of the rhyme.

L.18. '131 1Dn3] This metaphor from Job 38.14 seems

to have been brought in on account of the rhyme.

L.19. Kin] Refers to the nobleman.

L.22. p:y ,p:y] A play on the word pjy, which in

the first place means necklace, and in the second is

a name of a tribe of giants; comp. Numbers 13.33.

L.23. '131 S?3t?e] Comp. Hosea 9.7.

L.24, 25. HBn: ,KBn:] The first denotes respect, the second

take off.
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L.82. DnBni] The Arabic original, as printed by Hirschfeld,

suggests mism and the most fruitful.

L.85. DDlO-ft] The pronominal suffix refers to Jerusalem
and Zion.

L.86. '131 "Strn] Psalm 123.1.

L.87. C"yiS03] Hirschfeld reads Dy yiSD3 which seems to

be a corruption, as the use of ny is irregular and is not

suggested by the Arabic original, though the latter

requires D^ltnn yiSD3 through the medium of those

who are worthy.

L.89. n"7iy ranN3] A well-known prayer.

L.95. '131
"

MK] See Leviticus 22. 33. The verse is

modified. Hirschfeld omits pK which is, however,

found in the Arabic original.

L.96. '131 ^Knty] Isaiah 49.3.

XXIV. MOSES B. MAIMON
Code, Hilkot De'ot, chapter 1. Venice edition (1550).

L. 1. niyi] In the sense of dispositions, traits, synonymous
with mishnic ma.

L. 2. n3DD] Some editions have 13DD.

L. 4. tsyo] Some editions read ByiO.

L. 6. 3
1

? line] Some editions have "lintt 3^.

L. 9. '! 3HN] Ecclesiastes 5.9.

L.ll. T1

'ry] Some editions have IT ty.

L.I 6. riiDD] Used in a reciprocal sense.

L.19. pio] Some editions read 1113D.

L.24. 13'N] Some editions have WX.

L.31. mtr pim] An equal distance.

L.32. D'DSn] For the omission of the definite article comp.
1 Kings 7.8.

L.37. nrn1

?] Some editions read inrn 1

?.

L.38. '131 p'nx] Proverbs 13.25.

L.39. nyt? "n 1

?] Literally for the life of the hour, that is,

for immediate needs.
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L.35. Drn^yi] Jeremiah 7.21.

L.39. B^JT H 1

?
1

!]
He does not care, that is, it is immaterial

to him. anprw] That is, to God.

L.41. ntypnn] Analogy, from a root B'lp. Traditional pro-

nunciation is iWUH. The various forms of argument

are enumerated.

L.42. swacs?] Leads.

L.44. riTayn] Caused to serve, that is, imposed.

L.46. lisp ...Man] Used as gerunds or infinitives in ac-

cordance with Arabic idiom.

L.47. Dy] An Arabism; Hebrew would require "rs.

L.48. mynn] Fasting; see above, 1.46.

L.50. IDIf] The subject is ]1DD. It may also be impersonal.

L.51. inTIB"] The subject is inup; to be construed inupl

...jo irmtr N 1

?.

L.52. ^>1BB] Dependants. VINO] The absolute form is "1KD.

L.56. ID] For the use of anp with D, see above, XIX, 2, 1.6.

L.59. ra] Concerning it.

L.61. |1BX03] Literally hidden; hence inwardly.

L.62. npail] Used as an abstract noun.

LI. 63, 64. Observe the contrast between C'lpBD and rnn

moo.

L.66. ny] So that (an Arabism).

L.69. D'rayn "JB'ty] That is, the exodus and the creation of

the world.

Ll.71,72. 'Ul ^XV ^} Deuteronomy 4.32, 33, 34.

L.79. 3E>] This word is to be construed with K'3D (1.80)

kept on leading. The exact force of 2ti>, as well as

the construction^ in accordance with the Arabic idiom.

L.80. royn] Is the subject of K"3D, and is pleonastic.

L.81. B'JOJ K 1

?!? ny] So that none escaped the influence. For

the use of ny see above, I. 66.
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XXIII. JUDAH B. SAUL IBN TIBBON

Translation of Judah ha-Levi's Book of the Khazaritc, part II,

45-50. Hirschfeld's edition, pp. 107, seq. The phil-

osophic doctrines of the author are expressed in the

form of a dialogue between a rabbi (or Jewish scholar,

on) and a Khazarite, who would adopt Judaism,

if convinced of the truth of its tenets and principles.

L. 1. nnan] The traditional pronunciation is "iwsn .

The Arabic form is al- Khazariyyu. The form K'ltp

for the country occurs in the document published by
Schechter (Jewish Quarterly Review, New Series, vol.

Ill, p. 204, 1. 3). nsnn] The learned man, in the

sense employed in the Mishnah.

L. 2. D'BTlBno] Ascetics; C is used in the sense of some.

L. 3. C'naiyni] Religious devotees.

L. 4. ~nn3B'] The verbal idea of this noun governs the follow-

ing clause.

L. 7. naipn] The text has roilpn; hence my vocalization;

comp., however, OTi^K na/is (Isaiah 58.2; Psalm

73.28).

L. 8. cy] The use of this preposition is due to Arabic in-

fluence.

L. 9. 'Wl "
no] Deuteronomy 10.12.

L.10. 'wi "
no:] Micah 6.8.

L.13. niDHpnn] Something presupposed; hence a preamble.

niyxnm] Something granted, a basis.

L.14. nuniro] My punctuation is in accordance with the

Arabic original, where this noun is singular.

L.20. mmpa] Hirschfeld reads nwaipa.

L.21. psnon] The subject is God.

L.23. rfrape] The use of the O is an Arabism.

L.29. Droi] That is, with the ceremonial laws.

L.34. '1:1 noi] Micah 6.8.
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L.52. monpn] So Asher; Adler has nionpn. For the

omission of the definite article in maino, comp.

1 Kings 7.8.

L.54. rN'X'B] So Asher; Adler inserts rm before this word.

L.55. D'3inN] So Adler; Asher has D'3niK.

L.58. -ft vr no] Literally what hast thou? that is, what com-

plaint hast thou against us ?

L.63. VTV] So Asher; Adler reads W.
L.75. nt] For the use of nt before a plural see Exodus

6.26. Asher has "3.

L.77. 'rSEO] Used loosely instead of *?.

XXII. THE BOOK OF YASHAR

Sefer ha- Yashar on Exodus, Venice edition, pp. 135a, seq.

L. 8. in"1

]
Omitted in Prague edition.

L.12. 1J73] On account of; used rather loosely.

L.21. 'i:i nay] Comp. the expression ^p lT3yi (Exodus

36.6; below, 1. 27).

L.25. amK] Refers to DTinBK.

L.34. 3"iy3] In the evening. This word is not quite suitable,

and yet it cannot be read 31V.? in the desert.

L.42. D'BTUfl] One side of the besieged city was rendered

inaccessible on account of the snakes.

L.48. HV3Bn] Literally caused them to cease, that is, destroyed

them.

L.52. lisan cyo] This phrase usually denotes the besieged

people; here, however, the besiegers are meant.

L.63. HJEin] Venice edition has n:B; but see below, 1.69.

L.64. 'm npn K 1

?] Comp. Genesis 24.3. The verse is not

quoted verbatim.

L.66. '131 npn Kb] Comp. ibid. 28.1. The verse is ampli-

fied. See also ibid. 9.26, 27.
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L.54. ma-Srn] That is, the Babylonian academies.

Ll.55,56. 3*t?n O'B^K 'l] 4750 anno mundi, that is, 990 C.E.

Ll.61,62. 'm t\cr '1] See above, XI.

XXI. BENJAMIN OF TUDELA

Asher, The Itinerary of Rabbi Benjamin of Tudela, pp. 34, seq.;

M. Adler's edition, pp. 3*2, seq.

L. 2. nnn] The use of this proposition is due to Arabic in-

fluence.

L. 5. '131 tOB>] This clause expresses the stipulation.

L. 7. ru'-inn] Tfe ctty. See above, VII, 1. 47.

L.10. pa] So Asher; Adler reads mpD.

L.ll. D'NXri] Go forth for military exercises, as in 1.15.

L.17. TWB>] So Adler; Asher reads riDjn.

L.18. np^SJtr] Sepulchre; so Asher; Adler reads 'p-KB'!?.

L.19. irxn WIK] Literally that man, an allusion to Christ.

L.21. tSBS'iJ] A corruption of D2^n\

L.22. TCH ^'Sra] A corruption of Templum Domini.

L.23. noy] The second Caliph after Muhammed.

L.25. "OnyD ^ro] TAe Western Wall; it is also known as the

Wailing Wall.

L.29. D'DID nnx] Comp. IKings 5.6.

L.34. D'Dyn -12-ta] Comp. Ezekiel 20.35; Joel 4.2. 'w nase]

Comp. 2 Samuel 18.18.

L.40. n^O S'S:
1

?] Comp. Genesis 19.26.

L.44. D'^njft] Asher reads D'lSi:
1

? Christians.

L.47. TINri] An Arabic loan-word meaning date. D1K ^32]

Children of Edom, that is, Christians. ID] In the

sense of some, one] In apposition to D":2Kn \o of the

following line.

L.51. TO] Part of; see above, 1. 47. Asher reads "inw bra

HD2-D.
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breviation of the expression 3py J1N3 na^ t?in head

of the academy of the glory of Jacob. p^1

] So

tradionally; probably 13
s

?.

L. 3. Dpn] Literally their apportioned lot.

L. 4. anyon] The Maghrib.

L. 8. nao
1

?] The coast. Other editions have VlBD^.

L.ll. n*?3 nD33n] In the Mishnah this expression means

leading a bride to the canopy; but here it seems to de-

note income of the academy. For this meaning of

rfo see above, X, 1. 75.

L.13. ^>K33n 1331] A famous commentator on the Talmud.

All these three scholars are well known.

L.19. '131 ION] Psalm 68.23.

L.22. 03B] Literally their essence, nature. Traditionally

pronounced D3s

tp; but Syriac points to D3tp.

L.26. nirno] Cities; comp. above, VII, 1. 47.

L.29. '131 ren3l] The people of Cordova thought that

the captives were ignorant men.

L.31. annon ...no:an rra] Other editions have tmn no:3.

L.32. ^>rui] The 1 is probably to be deleted.

Ll.34,45. um I'Bny] Arranged discussions.

L.36. '131 nxtn ^3 "?y] Rabbi Nathan in expounding the

service of the Day of Atonement, which is described

in tractate Yoma, declared that for every sprinkling

the high priest performed an ablution; but Rabbi

Moses interrupted him with the remark that there

would be too many ablutions. For there were seven

sprinklings (Yoma 55a) and only five ablutions (ibid.

30a; comp. also 8a).

L.44. Dnp'DS] Their apportioned lesson.

L.46. "1D1] A nd my master; it is an Aramaic word.

L.48. np^DB] An allowance.
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L.35. 'UTp'B'D IPX] That is, Emotions, Passions, and

Moods.

L.38. HBin] And is foolish.

L.39. 'ui i:roi] Psalm 17.12.

L.40. 'Ul frKBB'D 1EW] That is, Lust and Appetite.

L.42. lion K 1

?] Rosin has 1'tyD TDn K 1

?. Comp. Proverbs

27.22.

L.43. arana] O/ gifts (comp. Hosea 8.13) from art".

Rosin reads an ano. oaina new] That is, the man

who allows himself to be governed by Imagination,

Passion, and Lust.

L.47. pBTl] Thou followest closely. Comp. Genesis 41.40.

L.54. '1J1 yioni] That is, play off one against the other.

L.56. 'i:i prr "3] Comp. proverbs 26.25.

L.59. isna] In thy bosom.

L.64. ion] He who departs.

L.65. inTIV a^ljn] .<4nd harms his soul.

Ll.70,71. D^atyj TSW] For tjaa as masculine, comp. Ezekiel

7.2. But here it is used so on account of the rhyme.

L.72. in" "D] Comp. Psalm 55.7.

L.74. nabnj And my hope.

L.78. ^|T] Causes to shine.

L.81. jran ry] ^4 murmuring spring. Comp. Psalm 19.3.

Rosin takes it to mean gushes forth', but for this the

Kal should be employed.

L.82. D^NBliO] Egers and Rosin read D'SID.

L.89. 'm D^m] Comp. Deuteronomy 28.59.

L.90. TITUS'] Rosin inserts It^to, making this clause to

be temporal and joining it with what follows.

XX. ABRAHAM IBN BAUD
Neubauer, Medieval Jewish Chronicles, vol. I, pp. 67, seq.

L. 1. ra'tr1

tPta] See above, X, 1. 2.

L. 2. D^lNai] And heads of academies. J1N3 is an ab-
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L. 4. rrrr] The pronominal suffix refers to TISU. 1E>B:D]

Life and the soul are considered identical here.

L. 6. -DSyD] The construction of 2Tip with D is due to

Arabic influence.

L. 9. "IIS
1

"] This is preferable to traditional vocalization

"IIS? which is due to wrong analogy with D1p\

L.16. ris^T] Comp. Psalm 119. 53. The poet connected

it with fiyr. 1JDD] The pronominal suffix refers to int.

3. Egers' edition, pp. 139, seq. ; Rosin's edition, vol. I, pp. 168,

seq. This is the first part of this composition, which is in

rhymed prose. The poet meets Hai b. Mekiz (the Living,

Son of the Wakeful), who urges him to leave his companions

and to seek wisdom. It is an imitation of a treatise by the

Arabian philosopher-poet Ibn Sina. Numerous phrases

from Proverbs have been borrowed in this composiion.

L. 6. T1T1T lirnm] And my soul may be in solitude;

that is, for the purpose of contemplation. For TTrP

see above, XVI, 1. 22.

L. 7. rum] Rosin reads

L. 8. M] Rosin inserts n

LI. 9, 10. D^rn "rya] Rosin reads

L.13. natr] Rosin inserts mnn Ton nosnni. "0 p] Egers

reads 'D ^a.

L.15. D^JID] An artificial plural form of rr^nD for the

sake of the rhyme.

L.21. '131 JVnNl] Comp. Proverbs 8.30. lion tyaa] Comp.

Canticles 8.11. There is a play on the word |!Dn

which means multitude.

L.29. DN "3] Egers reads K'JK. D'TID] Hifil of TU cause

to wander. Rosin reads DTne which disturbs the

paronomasia.

Ll.34,35. I'nn ...nnn] That is, Imagination.
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L.32. jru] Comp. above, 1. 25.

L.35. VJ1N] His thresholds. Some editions read VJHK;

but comp. below, 1. 62. 'm *fr Kim] An adaptation

of Judges 17.7.

Ll.47,48. n:ptn Dy] At thine old age, or despite (ey being

used so under Arabic influence) thine old age.

L.52. The first "HUD means fear, the second sojournings.

L.53. f^om] That is, the grave.

L.56. 'n^l3M...oy] Editions have "nto" ...nyi which is against

the biblical idiom, 'wi ViSl] Comp. Amos 3.12.

XIX. ABRAHAM B. MEIR IBN EZRA

1. Egers' edition, p. 50 (No. 127). This poem is complicated

in its structure. It consists of seven stanzas, and the initial

letters of stanzas 1, 2, 4, 6 form the author's name D12K .

The metre is the shorter Ramal. Stanzas 1, 3, 5, and 7

have two lines each, while the remaining stanzas consist of

three lines. There are three separate rhymes in the two-

line stanzas, which are repeated throughout ; but the three-

line stanzas have only two alternate ryhmes.

L. 1. yD5^>]
The metre demands this vocalization, though

grammatically it should be yp^. Comp. Job 42.5.

L. 4. m:o'?] Comp. 2 Samuel 20.3.

L. 6. toOD] Piel; comp. Malachi 1.7. Egers reads ^NUO

which is against the rhyme, "^l] MS. has N^l.

L. 7. ''JKl] The metre demands this vocalization or
""J^j.

Comp. "}"WJ.

L.ll. tociK] See above, XI, 3, 1. 15.

L.13. nnriD] From visions. For the form rmn comp. 2

Chronicles 9.29.

L.17. '\y\ niaya] Comp. Jeremiah 2.2.

2. Egers' edition, p. 147. It consists of twenty lines without

rhyme or metre. The double acrostic reads mtyD
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L.47. trp
1

?] Some editions read ^ff?.

L.50. D':aNl ^nai] Emended from D'jaK ^nai . Some

editions read D-riN ^nai.

L.55. iratro
1

?] That is, God.

L.56. '131 ienr] Comp. Isaiah 57.20.

L.57. D13T] So Amram fragment (comp. also Harkavy's

note, p. 176). All editions read J113T. Thou remem-

berest the iniquity of the wicked hearts; that is, thou

confessest thy iniquity.

L.60. '131 TB>] The song of the dance of the Mahlites and

Mushites (Levitical families; comp. Exodus 6.19).

L.63. D'^3] Some editions have D'O".

L.68. rftanai] That is, the Cushite is clad in blue. Some

editions have rftanai.

L.73. D"iy] Ornaments. This was misread in all editions

as D"
1 "HV which makes no sense.

L.74. "^V] So Amram fragment. All editions have "TO.

D'BntS
1

? nnnoo] May refer to trotyl D" "3B or to D"ny.

3. Harkavy's edition, vol. I, p. 158; Brody's edition, vol. I, p.

214. It is written in rhymed prose, and is an excellent

specimen of the rhetorical and florid style in which the

Arabs and their Jewish imitators delighted.

L. 6. rrnt? J3t6i] Comp. Yoma 5.2.

L.ll. '131 ^Bim] My pen (-anao) was cast between the

hands of (or, before, as in Arabic) my thought.

L.23. D'mo] That is, Babylon; comp. Jeremiah 50.21.

L.25. "P3N] Comp. Genesis 41.43, which has been explained

as meaning bend the knee. jn3] Used here in a double

sense: Nathan and gave.

L.27. D^aa] Probably, than all titles; comp. IDB' pno 'rn:

(Aruk, s. v. ""aK).

Ll.31,32. T^Drtl ^man] Comp. 2 Samuel 8.18, and Berakot

4a.

5
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L.22. T"VO /""ira
1

?] The first means pieces, the second refers

to the mountains of Bether (Canticles 2.17).

LI. 23, 24. 'm ns-isi] Comp. Psalm 102.15.

L.28. nooinew] / would gaze with rapture. Comp. Isaiah

63.5, where it is parallel to B'3l.

LI. 29, 30. '1:1 '::?] That is, Moses and Aaron. Comp.
Numbers 20.22-29; Deuteronomy 32.48-52.

L.37. IDT] Time, that is Fortune.

L.47. ntrpn] Tfcott comUnest.

L.48. ~p2n] 77zy companions, that is, thy scholars.

L.50. iniDDlt?] In the Bible only the plural niODW occurs.

L.58. D^2n] Tlieir vanity, referring to their witchcraft and

oracles.

L.61. y^2] The crown (in its Aramaic sense). A play

on Isaiah 2.18.

2. Harkavy's edition, vol. I, p. 28; Brody's edition, vol. II, p.

160. The metre is Wafir.

L. 1. nriy;] Childhood's folly (an Arabism). D'tron 1HK]

After fifty years of age.

L. 2. D'Pien] Equipped; that is, ready.

L. 6. inx] That is, God.

L. 9. N'n] Some editions read K^n.

L.12. D'B'nn] The senses; in philosophy the term C'Enn

is employed.

L.I 6. '1:1 -ftn "7x1] A play on Numbers 24.1.

L.21. D^n^DS] Worn out like rags; comp. Jeremiah 38.11.

L.27. IBiri] Some editions have IDiri. D^*
1

??] Sails (under

Arabic influence; but comp.Tosefta BabaKamma8.17.)

L.40. '"1 Q^nnna] The lower, middle, and upper chambers

are all alike, that is, they are indistinguishable.

L.41. The first D^an means ropes, the second pain.

L.43. mm] To be construed as rfon errtam mil. The pro-

nominal suffix refers to D'W':NI D'tWl.
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3. Brody and Albrecht, Sha'ar ha-Shir, No. 59. The metre is

Wafir.

L.12. 125?1] They became (an Arabism).

Ll.13,14. '131 TpDl] Comp. Habakkuk 2.11.

L.27. D'lai] And swift runners. Comp. 2 Kings 11.4.

L.29. DNl] As though.

L.37. nrrtyo] r&a those which are upon them, that is,

than their deeds.

L.41. The poet compares the bride and bridegroom to the

constellations.

L.43. DrK OKI] And if they are not Orion and Pleiades.

L.50. ntfUrft] The printed edition reads nirwnn.

L.53, 54. Comp. Esther 1.8.

L.68. D'TniD OKI] Though they (the snake-like locks) hide.

The Hifil is used in the Bible.

L.69. D'JID^l] And breasts; literally pomegranates (due to

Arabic influence).

L.72. nniN] Refers to D^lD-ll. D'5?iyi] And press; comp.

Ezekiel 23.21.

L.77. 122^>] The pronominal suffix refers to "in, upon
which TB> is dependent.

L.79. 1)22 ^ya] Refers to -W.

L.85. jyo
1

?] Because.

XVIII. JUDAH B. SAMUEL HA-LEVI.

1. Harkavy's edition, vol. I, p. 19; Brody's edition, vol. II,

p. 155. The metre is Basit.

L. 5. msn] Some editions have mpn, which is probably

a correction in accordance with Zechariah 9.12.

L. 6. Drni 1

?] The pronominal suffix refers to tears, and

is subjective genetive: that they should fall.

L.10. *J?3S] The meeting-places.

L.17. TKI] Some editions and MSS. read DNl, though,

which is an Arabism.
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refers to his brother. arn may be construct

state, depending on ^n; but it may also be construed

independently. Brody emends it to arn.

L.23. npao
1

?] Through missing him.

L.30. -an] Verily; comp. Genesis 27.36.

2. Ibid., p. 44. The metre is Kamil (b).

L. 2. '131 ayi] Comp. Job 37.11. The a of "la is a preposition,

and n probably means sight (="K~i).

Ll.3,4. n'3" ...13] May refer to 3J?1, or to TDK. For the use

of rr comp. Psalm 68.10.

L. 8. The subject of pns* is JIK^ and of mi" is TCK.

L. 9. DTK] Refers to Castile, Edom representing Christian

countries.

L.12. '131 -WW] Comp. Micah 1.16.

L.16. '131 HDT] Comp. Job 12.21.

L.21. '131 nrra] Comp. Deuteronomy 32.36.

L.23. n"?y| Refers to *IBTI.

L.24. n"3^n] Refers to n^DN. Throughout the following

lines the poet refers to himself (TEN) and to his

benefactor in the third person.

L.28. rroan] Made secure.

L.34. '131 WT3] Comp. Isaiah 11.3.

L.37. pll] Is used in the general sense of fluid, and is

the subject of mn, for which comp. Isaiah 4.4.

L.41. on] Refers to iTVris?.

L.49. nrrty] The pronominal suffix refers to v'yNiu
1

.

L.50. '131 WIN] Te hardens his heart like flint against his

wealth, that is, he spends it freely.

L.62. rr^WD] The subject is ptn.

L.68. rPffD] Passive participle; comp. 2 Samuel 1.21.

Ll.69,70. The poem is a necklace, a word of (literally and)

glory on his checker work of gold, a speech on his varie-

gated chain.

L.70. bl] Brody reads TW.
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L.37. ''V'Da] Basil I, known as the Macedonian (died 886).

T3inn] The sorcerer, or apostate.

Ll.40-45. nyao ...13TO1] The sentences enclosed in brack-

ets are parenthetical remarks of the writer which in-

terrupt Rabbi Shephatiah's speech.

L.44. D3na anaa] In an explicit letter, though the literal

meaning of D3DB in Aramaic (word, command} is not

quite suitable here.

L.45. nyaa no l"70n] Bringing the terrible news that the

king died, no "j'pDn is to be regarded as direct speech

introduced by nyao.

L.4G. KartDI ...nta] From this world. . . and the next.

L.47. Oina Oa] Children of my trial. Comp. Isaiah 23.13.

It may also be vocalized "Oina.

L.49. .TIN -11:1] That isjudah; comp. Genesis 49.9.

XVII. MOSES B. JACOB IBN EZRA
1. Brody, in Steinschneider's Festschrift, p.43 (Hebrew part).

The metre is Kamil (c).

L. 1. moi] Comp. Genesis 49.11.

L. 3. '131 -HnNnn] Comp. Ezekiel 21.21.

L. 4. ^ tlBTTi] Comp. Isaiah 47.2. f\vm is here infinitive.

LI.5,6. '131 ^N13] Brody has "?2r N 1

?! ny
1

? TI 11 'jKU D3, which

makes no sense. He admits that he is not sure

whether he read the MS. correctly.

L. 7. '131 1BD] Brody has '131 '3ro "1BD which is undoubtedly

corrupt; but he offers no suggestion. Comp. Deuter-

onomy 24.1.

L.16. 13t?] Comp. Isaiah 30.14. The infinitive -Q!? instead

of the noun n3B> is used here on account of the metre.

LI. 17, 18. '131 TNI] To be construed as though my 'Knpn TW

LI. 19,20. llDKn TV3] This may be the complement of

or it may stand independently. The suffix of
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L. 7. D'OSyo] Literally they strengthen; the sense of

magnify is probably due to Arabic influence. D'DTQDl

Denominative verb of era fine gold, and denotes

make of fine gold.

L. 9. O'DUya] With sorrow, grief. nBETll] Persecution,

especially on account of religion.

L.10. D'DtK] Plural of natK.

L.ll. '131 a'C'D
1

?] That is, God. Comp. Isaiah 44.25.

L.12. D'DBTl
1

?] Instead of biblical D$?n>.

L.13. ^aNn 1

?] To bring to nought; we ought to read, per-

haps, 'rann'?. D'Oyn
1

?] To confound, render obscure.

L.15. nriDD] From filth. D'Drmn n-ODl] /row foul waters,

that is, baptism. For the omission of the definite

article in D'DDl.comp. D'Jitftnn D-TDPI. D'onim] should

perhaps be D^aintn.

L.16. mjona] MS. has mjona. D-DDI] This seems to

be the most likely vocalization.

L.19. B"Dm -!?r:t5l] That is, from being burned at the stake.

It may also refer to the punishment in the future world.

L.20. D'Dini] If not for the rhyme, the word D'Sim would

have been preferred.

L.21. D'DHpt D':tT] MS. has rr;ionpl D'rB" which is against

the rhyme; DTB^ the sleepy is unlikely next to D^anp.

L.22. D^BTn] He yielded up; used in about the same sense

as Arabic aslama. ^mTf] His soul; comp. Psalm

22.21. The subject is Shephatiah.

Ll.23-24. D^WKin D13] That is, death, which, on account of

the serpent, was decreed against all.

L.25. niiaro jun] A worthy man in a worthy congregation.

MS. has nawna.

L.26. MUD] As though from HBD, while it is really from BID.

It is possible that ""ItSD and MBJ have changed places.

L.29. irn^KjMS. has li'^K, which is probably an abbreviation.

L.32. p'lxn ...im] He justified his verdict against himself.
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L.19. 'Ml fiEntr] Comp. ibid, 80.17. Some editions repeat

trto.

L.23. "I^m] This word in the Bible is not quite synony-

mous with Vx It is possible that the word intended

in this and similar cases is
Tl^n.

See above, XI, 3, 1. 1.

L.24. niy3] While he is alive.

L.26. 'Ml ]10B] Comp. Job 18.10. iVan here means Aw /o/.

L.27. niNn] Is fitting; imperfect Kal of nix.

L.29. '131 pc-yn '3] Comp. Ecclesiastes 7.7.

L.36. C'Tl.n] Although it is a plural form, the poet, prob-

ably under Arabic influence, regards it as singular.

L.38. T3HD] Joins. The Hifil is used instead of the

biblical Piel, which the medieval writers employ in

the sense of compose.

L.41. "Sin] Comp. Job 14.6. 13] Refers to imiay.

L.42. yn ...SIB] Refers to nmiay.

L.56. 15DOD] From the enclosure, nroin 1

?] To correction.

L.59. Dinn ...IBDI] The predicate of nBCl is Dinn (closed), and

DtK ...1t?N is an adjectival clause qualifying "IED1. The

entire sentence is to be taken parenthetically.

L.60. inyi] Refers again to D^iyn.

Ll.61-63. 'wi D'leiNn] Comp. Job 21.14,15.

Ll.66-69. 'wi )1D] Ecclesiastes 12.13,14.

L.69. 'Ml Ta] Job 37.7.

L.70. 'Ml ne'n r] Comp. f 6td 34.22.

L.75. 'Ml 310 "3] Comp. Psalm 147.1.

XVI. AHIMAAZ B. PALTIEL

Sefer Yuhasin, Neubauer, Medieval Jewish Chronicles, vol.

II, pp. 123, seq. It is in rhymed prose.

L. 1. D'D'yj] On account of the rhyme, instead of niD'y:.

L. 3. 13DH] Literally he fortified him.

L. 6. ns^D 1

?] That is, God. D'ODino] MS. has D-ono,

which may also be emended to
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editions on account of the rhyme. '131 1E>N] Comp.
Lamentations 4.20.

-L.17. '131 torn] Comp. Exodus 2.2.

L.19. '131 K 1

? "3] Comp. ibid. 16.15.

L.21. "jrB" N^1

]
7J cannot be conceived of Thee, or i* does not

apply to Thee.

L.23. '131 TnoN] Comp. Psalm 39.2.

Ll.24,25. '131 I^Kl] Comp. Ecclesiastes 4.10. inxn refers

here to God.

L.26. KX03] Used in the philosophic sense: Thou art ex-

istent.

Ll.29,30. '131 piay] Ecclesiastes 7.24.

L.34. taNl] Comp. Genesis 3.22.

L.36. naano] Composition.

L.37. DDT1D1] Comp. Nehemia 9.5.

L.42. '131 nan] Comp. Genesis 6.4.

L.45. '131 -ina] Comp. ibid 22.14.

Ll.46,47. '131 DDK] Comp. Numbers 23.13.

L.48. T"iy] Thy witnesses. Some editions have T"13V.

L.52. l*?Dn] That is, God.

Ll.58,59. '131 -frn tan] Comp. Ecclesiastes 3.20.

L.60. inoanSi] Compared with Thy wisdom. Some edi-

tions read inoani; it would thus be object of njno.

Ll.69,70. ':3J nzv ty] Comp. Exodus 36.17. The words

are explanatory.

XV. BAHYA B. JOSEPH IBN PAKUDAH
This beautiful prose poem has been frequently printed in some

Hebrew prayer-books as well as at the end or beginning of

Hobot ha-Lebabot.

L. 1. Comp. Psalm 103.1.

L. 2. I'm] From the root fn, parallel to J3n. Comp. Job 41.4.

L. 6. nun ...'1131] The first 113 means fear, the second dwell.

L.13. '131 1DNO-] Comp. Psalm 58.8.
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which is obviously corrupt. The words in quotation

marks are addressed to the poet by his soul.

L. 7. '131 't?Ei] His soul is to be comforted for harboring

such thoughts.

L. 8. NOXn] So Geiger, instead of KXBH.

L.10. ^y] Instead of Dukes' ""?, which is against the metre.

L.ll. nrya] Dukes reads "rya.

L.12. aitPN] Instead of Dukes' HiSPK.

L.13. *?y *?y] One ty is missing in Dukes, but has to be

supplied on account of the sense and the metre. For

the construction comp. Hosea 11.4.

L.14. nertN .nitpy] Dukes reads naiKn .mtpy
1

?.

L.15. DHD] Is comparative, than they.

L.16. miDNl] And its (wisdom's) votaries.

L.I 7. D3] Refers to miOKi.

L.19. m^ao] Instead of Dukes' m^ao . Some there are

who allied themselves to light, but they begot folly, for

they were not the sun's sons-in-law.

L.22. nnDN ,D33^D] Emended from Dukes' nniB .D333
1

? <B.

L.24. YllK] Instead of Dukes' iniN.

L.26. '131 TK] How can ye ask me to part with wisdom ?

L.27. rt>y] Dukes reads irty\

3. This is the first part of the beautiful composition in rhymed

prose. It has been incorporated in the Sephardic ritual for

the eve of the Day of Atonement. The biblical verses are

introduced with wonderfully artistic skill.

L. 7. 'ui nan] Comp. Psalm 102.27.

L. 8. '131 nosy "3] Comp. Genesis 26.16.

L.12. "?3tP] So Mahzor Romaniya; other editions read natP.

It is probable that the original reading was 3$J'n

(thought).

L.14. ^Xlp] From the shadow (see next line). Some vocalize

^xp . mn] Instead of rmn of the printed
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L.32. "3] Missing in Dukes.

L.33. \V?V*] Instead of Dukes' Itrtr which is against

the metre.

L.35. <:tn ^tron] Dukes readsW "tram.

L.37. na] So in Genizah fragment, but missing in Dukes.

L.38a. Tya] So in Genizah fragment ;
Dukes reads "JTK3.

L.39. 'an
1

? pann] Dukes reads nan 1

? -IT.

L.40. cy] So in Genizah fragment, instead of DK of Dukes.

L.42. ns ,"^] Missing in Dukes.

L.43. ^y] Instead of Dukes' ty.

L.44. n:"iy] Dukes reads "l*y which is against the metre;

Edelman has liy MX.

L.46. MID] jl/y master. Dukes reads "inn, and Genizah

fragment "3*30.

L.47. 131DK ,ulST!r] The pronominal suffixes refer to

"IK'S: his own aims and aspirations differ from those

of his flesh. Dukes reads <:ICN /ra-c
1

.

L.49. 'ui 3py] Literally at the heel of my leanness comes

my nourishment; that is, the soul gains through the

renunciation of the pleasures of the flesh.

L.50. niSD] Dukes reads niSD3.

L.52. N-n] Refers to

2. Dukes' edition, No. 7. The poet declares that, in spite of all

obstacles and discouragement, he will seek wisdom

and strive to make himself as perfect as possible. The

metre is Kamil (c). See also Senior Sachs in Ha-

Tehiyyah, vol. II.

L. 3.
7
131 nyn] Now the soul is like a wheel; riyn is used in

the same sense as nrv and is not the subject of the

sentence.

L. 4. era ,mrjn] Dukes reads ro .TWSn.

L. 5. vry .VOX" ptnr>] Emended from Dukes' try ,ntnn .
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L.39. rooj] Made her rule.

L.41. nO'nn] End, conclusion.

L.42. nyttBTi] The heptad mentioned in Daniel 9.24-27.

L.45. nai^y] Traditional law, literally hidden, which is a

translation of Arabic ghaibun.

XIV. SOLOMON B. JUDAH IBN GEBIROL
Dukes' edition, No. 1. The poet complains of his uncongenial

surroundings. He is misunderstood by his neighbors, because

he strives to attain to knowledge. The metre is Mujtatt.

L. 2. "33
1

?] Dukes reads "2
1

?. -JINI] And my anguish.

L.ll. '131 3BTP] That is, they are ignorant; comp. Jonah 4.11.

L.13. \!yi] Dukes reads "^H, which is against the metre;

comp. Psalm 25.16.

L.15. JTDK] So in Genizah fragments. Dukes has TIDO*?.

L.17. 1X^3] They prevent, intervene. Emended from l"?XD

which is against the metre.

L.18. "oy] Of ostriches; used as an adjective.

L.19. ''Jiaann] Wisdom. That is, he considers himself

wise. Comp. 2 Samuel 23.8.

L.20. KTl] Smooths; comp. Psalm 141.5.

L.22. 'ui IDND;] Comp. Job 30.1.

L.23. 'Ul uriX" N 1

?] That is, they never blush.

L.25. ')J1 nNB'S] When he composes his poems, they chide him.

L.26. yoBW ...nan] Dukes reads yacw .nan . They
advise him to write in an intelligible tongue, for He-

brew is the language of the Ashkelonites.

L.28. Drum] Instead of Dmm given by Dukes, which is

against the metre. For Dn with the singular comp.

in?>n (Leviticus 8.16).

L.29. nmNttl] Dukes reads D3-IN1X.

L.31. "131 D313] Emended from Dukes' oy nnai which gives no

sense and is against the metre. A fragment has crz
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L.16. fwc*] Like biblical K'K> (comp. Job 20.6).

L.18. I shall acquire devoted friends, and I, too, shall be de-

voted to my friends. For the expression |TK ysn see

Exodus 21.6.

L.23. nyna] Comp. Job 33.24.

2. Harkavy's edition, No. 23; Brody's edition, No. 39. The

metre in Wafir.

L. 2. nann] Rising, ascent.

Ll.3,4. The poet contrasts his soul with that of his enemies:

"In my soul are all things that offer help and consola-

tion to every stricken soul; but confusion reigns in the

souls of them that came to gloat over me in the day of

my discomfiture." mrya N12'] An Arabism for mry N'a'.

L.10. Certain types of sinners are enumerated. Comp. 1

Samuel 2.22,34; Numbers 25.6,14; Genesis 38.9,10.

L.ll. Some lines are missing after this. Then follows a

graphic description of the sea monster.

L.19. TiS 1B3] Like a rock. Harkavy and Brody vocalize "itt .

The poet undoubtedly had Ezekiel 27.32 in mind, but

with an entirely different application. The difficult

word nana means here something like projecting.

The poet probably connected it with Arabic kadama

L.21. na"W] The poet takes this word to mean a tree.

Perhaps he wrote napt?3 like a sycomore-tree.

L.24. KO^K3] See 2 Kings 17.30.

L.28. Tiyo] See above, XI, 3, 1. 5.

L.29. 'HI ^na] The allusion is to Exodus 15.4.

L.32. nanp ...nar^] A beam daubed all around with pitch,

that is, a boat.

L..35. "T p] A manuscript is recorded which quotes 'Ta .

nrnp] Probably means a monster; comp. Arabic

Karihun (mxp) "lion", or "camel."
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L.17. C'lttD nx] With cures, that is, visit them with a cure.

Some editions have ny instead of DN. D'lno

Embittered men. Some editions read D^

L.20. 3*lpni] Philipp reads 331X11, which is against the rhyme.

L.21. Men will be afraid of thee because of thy position with

the king, but then thou, too, wilt be in constant fear.

L.22. IBJC] Philipp reads THIN.

L.23. nOBn ^31] Philipp reads nBBTll, which is against the

metre.

L.26. pnnn'?Q] Than that she should beseech the hand of a

man in marriage; some editions read jnnnnVa.

XIII. SAMUEL HA-NAGID

Harkavy's edition, No. 15; Brody's edition, No. 36. It is an

excellent specimen of the Fakhr (self-glorification) poems of

the Arabs. The first four lines are general reflections, in

the style of the Arabian poets. The metre is Wafir.

L. 5. DnDtl] And their mind, instead of HSTC.

L. 7. DN1] Though (an Arabism). nynp ...mi] An Arabic

expression for sleeplessness. This, the poet thinks,

should be a sufficient refutation of his friends' op-

inion about his leaving Cordova.

L.10. "33^>] Moon. In Arabic poetry the moon is a symbol

of beauty and purity.

L.11. rVBJS] The pronominal suffix refers to the moon.

L.13. nsiy] So Harkavy. Brody reads "nsy. ":iD3i] This

word without B^N is an Arabism.

nyi^p nni{?] A boat with sails, nyi^p is a passive

participle derived from D'yVp sails (comp. mishnic

nrson "y
1

??, and below, XVIII, 2, 1. 27). It may also

mean tossed. nmB> obviously means boat here. It should

perhaps, be vocalized nn?i? swimming. It is also

possible that we ought to read natt? which this poet

uses for boat (see below, 2, 1. 32.).
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L.22. D'p'iK] Groaning.

L.26. D'lp] MS. has DMpD; but the acrostic demands D'lp,

for which comp. Isaiah 40.31.

XII. HAI B. SHERIRA GAON
Phillip's edition, lines 109-136. For reasons, which do not ap-

pear to be cogent, Hai's authorship of these maxims

has been doubted. The metre is Wafir.

L. 2. I'rsaa] Some editions read -fcjra.

L. 3. 'Ml no-en] Comp. Psalm 45.14.

L. 4. Tini ...T22] The construction (in one case con-

struct state, and in the other absolute state with ^) is

varied on account of the metre. For the same reason

we have D'S"K3 instead of D"C'JK3.

L. 5. mry^] Literally for help, that is, though thou needest

help. On no account should one resort to partnership.

L. 8. 'Ml 'JNl] This paraphrases the famous Ben Sira

admonition; Comp. Hagigah 13a.

L. 9. 'Ml TOlStoi] Comp. Baba Kamma 8.4.

L.10. Drcc*3] When they are in session.

L.ll. oar 1

? 3Jt] Comp. Pirke Abot 4.20.

L.12. noanm is subject, and the following three words are

the complement; ni*3D is the subject in the second

hemistich. Philipp reads imn narna; but the read-

ing of the other editions has been adopted.

L.13. T3p3] That is, in a legal manner, to avoid disputes.

The idea is amplified in the following lines.

L.14. T1NO31] And for thy substance. Some editions read

TIXD31. Philipp adds here a line which is missing

in the other editions.

L.lo. *Ul 21B:] Comp. Ecclesiastes 7.2.

L.16. ~3 ...TiN:Bn] Uproot his enmity if thou hatest him

not; literally if it (hatred for him) is not in thee. Some

editions read TN for DK.
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L. 6. Dirun] So Mahzor Fas; MS. has DNns. D"ty: m^rrtJ

That is, Israel, the allusion being to the custom of

taking off the shoes on account of mourning; hence Is-

rael who mourns for the destruction of the temple.

L. 9. nana] This word is to be compared with mishnic

nan, and not with biblical D'TaiO (Proverbs 7.16).

L.ll. JDEa] The destroyer; comp. Psalm 48.14, where this

verb is doubtful.

L.15. TinB] Thy exiles. MS. has T"TOB.

LI. 17-19. These three lines are shorter than the rest, and

may be corrpupt. They, however, make sense.

Instead of Dpixa "3 and r~Wh MS. has DpIXBl and r~iy.

For the use of *? as the sign of the accusative,see above,

VI, 1, 1. 2. Mahzor Fas has longer lines, which, how-

ever, do not seem to be genuine in all respects.

L.21. "JTl] As though the root were run.

LI. 22, 23. These lines are corrupt in the MS.: man "3m:

T3"u yetrNi r"?yN I^B "P'ao aaiDN B>K. The allusion

is to Exodus 13.21.

L.25. "aim] MS has "am.

L.30. *plt2n] Thy unity. This meaning is based on Hagi-

gah 3a; comp. Zunz, Literaturgeschichte der synagogalen

Poesie, p.631.

L.35. riDSO] The expected one, that is, the Messiah.

L. 1. D"Oys "irroa] Among them that porclaim God's unity

twice daily.

L. 2. "131D] The Kal is used in the sense of biblical Piel of natr.

L. D'Dra] From the two exiles. Comp. Hosea 6.2.

L.10. '131 nywnn] Comp. Isaiah 60.22.

L.15. lijym] It may also be vocalized
3Ulp)

and yet Thou

afflictest us.

Ll.18, 19. Kny ,"U ,*{\y\ All these are names of tribes

symbolizing Israel's enemies; comp. Genesis 22.21;

36.18. Observe the paronomasia.
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L.21. D^n] Infinitive absolute.

L.23. Dl^y] Instead of cbiy on account of the rhyme;

comp. 2 Chronicles 33.7.

2. L. 5. ro 'IN] Mahzor Fas reads Ta'lK (my enemy), yiK ""I'ya]

r/t ancients of the earth, that is, Israel.

L. 6. r^~] or rp?, withyirmness, or boldness. The biblical

verb \na was taken in that sense by medieval com-

mentators, but modern philology proves that the correct

meaning is was sick.

L. 9. TTONO] They who extol Thee; comp. Deuteronomy 26. 17.

L.10. 'U1 D:inB3 *?$] Literally nought is their hope except in

Thy words.

L.ll. pit] The end of this word is not clear in the MS.

tth] MS. has T^T 1

?. It is possible that the line should

readM T
1

? DTrt>ai. Mahzor Fas has 'wi DTt'Baoi.

L.13. c"nT] MS. has nni.

L.lri. ^K^N] Originally this word signified an altar, but in

the piyyutim it is applied to the temple, to Israel.

L.15. D'BSIB] On the analogy of trsn (from sp:) the root HBtt

has been employed in the sense of speak.

L.23. B*V] MS. has rm.

L.25. nan] T^e multitude, throng; comp. Psalm 68.28.

L.26. TBHpD oyoa] Literally / Thy little Sanctuaries,

hence, synagogues, the symbols of the temple. Comp.

Ezekiel 11.16, and Megillah 29a.

L.30. C^:] For D^ on account of the ryhme.

L.31. P20] MS has pao.

3. L. 1. I
1?] A new formation from n&n (Psahn 10.8).

The MS. is perfectly clear, and it is possible that rftn

which is used in medieval Hebrew as a synonym of

?! should be
Tj^n.

See also below, XV, 1. 23.

L. 2. nro] MS. hasnnD.

L. 5. ''mya] A new formation from my.
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L.82. tplD rfton] The additional prayer.

XI JOSEPH B. ISAAC IBN ABITOR
The following four hymns are from a Genizah MS. in the library

of the Dropsie College, and are probably the first of a series

of fifteen based on the fifteen Songs of Ascent (Psalms

120-134). The first stanza of each hymn bears the author's

name in acrostic, while the remaining stanzas are in alpha-

betic order, three letters being disposed of in each stanza.

The fourth line is a verse, or part thereof, from the Psalm

on which the poem is based. Each hymn begins with nr,

and the letter that follows it indicates the numerical order

of the hymn in the series. This letter is marked with
...

over it. Numbers 2 and 3 are also found, with many cor-

ruptions, in Mahzor Fas.

1. L. 4. '131
"

'rx] This line is the direct object of ":ran (1. 3).

L. 7. nnj] Cure, or free from guilt. If in Hosea 5.13 this

verb is intransitive, as in Syriac, we should vocalize

nnj. nu] Literally something belonging to the back;

hence.in accordance with an Arabic expression(Zahirah)

which the poet had in mind, this word means something

that is apparent, or known. It is thus the antithesis of

JTDl^yn. These two words represent the well-known

expression mriDJI 711*733 known and unknown sins.

L. 9. rvxiy] This is an adjective from fiy, that is, Edom

(comp. Genesis 36.28), hence Rome, Israel's representa-

tive enemy. JVDH has a double meaning: deceitful

and Roman.

L.10. iTDDlp] Like biblical m'DBlp.

L.ll. ivonn] As an apportioned lot, from nenn.

L.13. 1KD] MS. has INDD.

L.I 4. insa] MS. adds D'Tin with dots over it to indicate

that it is to be deleted.

L.I 8. nsw-Q] In the tumult, or multitude.

6
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are the continuation of the prayer. rOBTl

That is Psalm 91. Perhaps we ought to read TB>

rat?n Dr1

?, as in the Warsaw edition of Yuhasin,

p. 135b.

L.27. *ODn *p1D] That is, Psalms 145-150, read in the

morning service.

L.28. noty:3] Name of a prayer.

L.29. nenp
1

?] Name of a prayer.

L.31. ^tnc^ ^N3] Concluding words of a prayer.

L.32. rftera] That is, the Eighteen Benedictions, natyeci

mnn ^r 1

?] When the precentor repeats the Eighteen

Benedictions; literally passing before the ark.

L.33. BTipn ^wn] End of a prayer.

L.41. Dnr:r] TIteir sitting.

L.44. '1:1 Tinx] The expression is borrowed from Esther 1.6.

L.53. T33 D':rn:] They show deference; literally deport

tJtemselves respectfully.

L.54. ]D3inm] This seems to be mere accurate than IDJl.J? .

L.59. '131 D"C] This is the opening formula of an address

on a legal matter.

L.61. CT1P] The name of a prayer.

L.67. '*31 mn'?B*D] He mentions all the cities which send

contributions to the academy.

L.75. n^3 'C'lO] The exact meaning of rf?3 is not known;

it most likely denotes an academy, university (it may
be vocalized n^2), and the nV?3 'B'XT were accordingly

instructors or heads of schools under the jurisdiction

of the Geonim.

L.77. Tttson] Literally he who concludes; it is a technical

term for the person who reads the lesson from the

Prophets after the scriptural section.

L.79. 113S T^Vf] Representatives of the community, that

is, the precentors.
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L.61. yuan] MS. has

L.62. ^pn] Literally the light one; it probably means the

eloquent, as may be judged from rODH which signifies

was silenced.

L.65. yr it?K ^3] MS. has yifn 1B>K3.

L.67. ino'ryn] MS. has nno'ryn, and omits ":a.

L.68. KIW 'o
1

?] MS. has m p 1

?.

L.69. U'Ki] MS. has K 1

?!.

X. NATHAN HA-BABLI

Neubauer, Medieval Jewish Chronicles, vol. II, pp. 83, seq.

L. 1. '131 niJD
1

?] The words ni^I t?K1 have been inserted

here for the sake of clearness. The text reads iniJO
1

?,

as the noun has been mentioned in the preceding sen-

tence.

L. 2. 'i3l *)&] The two heads of the academies of Sura and

Pumbeditha. riyw literally means a sitting, hence

a school, an academy.

L. 3. KTB:] This is the name of a famous family.

L. 4. 13 NSV21] Literally like that which goes with it, hence

like it.

L. 5. 13] Through this act.

L.17. ^3O] Used in the sense of pulpit or platform.

L.18. l^y] The pronominal suffix refers to "rUD.

L.20. 01*73] Probably contracted of ^3 and Q1KD .

It is, however, plausible to assume that it is

an adverbial formation of *?3 with the addition of

Dl (comp. ti&iy). It should, therefore, be vocalized

Dft? or D^3. It means at all, altogether.

L.23. nojsn |mi] Here the expression means precentor,

but in the earlier literature it denotes supervisor.

L.24. 1DKB> 11133] The opening words of a prayer.

L.25. Kin 1113] The youths repeated these words which
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L.22. -IIDyD] MS. reads TBJ?D.

L.26. '131 n'rya'?] This may be joined to the preceding;

but see below, 1. 47.

L.27. "nxnn] The verbs and nouns are in the reverse order

of the alphabet.

L.32. Tnnana] MS. Tnnn'na.

L.34. mm "3] MS. repeats twice.

L.35. nr] MS. has nit .

L.38. sen] MS. has
215?:^.

L.39. 13-ir1

] MS. has 13mr. It is a reminiscence of

Job 6.17, where it has a meaning unsuitable to this con-

text. Read, perhaps, 13"}^.
This verb in the sense

of flow is found in Arabic as well as in the Misnah.

The emendation 1Dir also suggests itself.

L.41. tctnn] MS. has ntrm.

L.43. inya] This is written over the line; the word HDD,

as an alternative reading, is in the line.

L.44. D'tnnn] MS. has nannn.

L.48. '121 T3Nn *7Nn] The adjectives are in alphabetic

order, two adjectives for each letter. The MS. has

T3Kn px;n ^n. It is obvious that px:n has been

misplaced and belongs to 1. 52, where the MS. has only

one adjective for the letter 3 .

L.50. DDnn] Missing in MS.

L.51. Wan] MS. has ^itoan.

L.53. wpn] Comp. Nahum 1,2. MS. has KJ-lpn, which

may also be a corruption of n:ipn (possessor).

L.54. V~iNn] The nouns are in alphabetic order.

L.55. n"23] Active participle Kal of H33.

L.56. -fan] MS. reads n^n.

L.57. ejntsn] MS. reads l1TBn, which is an abstract noun.

L.59. D'lDiy cm] MS. reads noiy Kim.

L.60. JBBTl] MS. has li;tt
(n . Read, perhaps, iy for ny3J .

Comp. Zechariah 3.2.
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L.34. ima] Mantua edition has "pino, for which comp.

Proverbs 3.9.

L.35. n'rxy Tfa] N^a or ^3 would accord better with the

biblical idiom.

L.38. nan^D rwo 1

?)] Anointed to conduct war . In Yoma
72b and Horayot 12a it refers to the priest who is

anointed as chaplain of the army.

L.45. ni'raa] Venice edition has ini^aa.

L.51. l^y] Suffix refers to the mountain.

L.53. D'lTil] Aliens; it is possible that the original reading

was D^lTfl (the presumptuous).

L.59. niN'JSi] Venice edition reads

L.60. *?] Venice edition has nK.

L.65. D'v>apn] Mantua edition reads

IX. SA'ADYA GAON B. JOSEPH
From a MS. in the library of the Dropsie College. It is headed

^>*XT "ora'yN nav^N Dfo 1

? rvnoi pe .

L. 3. 'ui ]m] 2 Kings 13.23.

L. 5. nyoBa] MS. has msro^na.

L. 6. *vy3] Psahn 123.2.

L 7. ainaa] Omitted in MS. through oversight. Ezekiel

39.25.

L. 9. '131 "msi] Leviticus 26.9.

L.14. TIDH] MS. Tion; but see Psalm 36.6.

L.16. Mxpai] MS. 'Spau nnaty] This word is the last

of recto of a leaf which is the middle of a fascicle.

There is a possibility that an entire sheet (two leaves)

has fallen out here, the transition from the last sen-

tence to* the following being abrupt. This assumption

would also account for the lack of clearness in the next

few lines.

L.19. nnn nut] MS. has nnmn. Read probably mn nn .

Instead of Drr MS. has CUT.
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L.59. '131 D3-in] Psalm 37.15.

L.65. 3p3] Epstein reads iX3p:i.

L.70. p] Epstein's MS. has p.

L.73. I
1

?
1

?] Epstein has I
1

?
1

? DID
1

?, and omits

ir&O] The change of person may be due to the con-

fusion of the different versions.

L.74. tybr] They will destroy, "f?n was destroyed is an

Arabism, but is probably found in the Bible; comp.

Jeremiah 9.9; Psalm 125.5.

L.76. 1BDD N 1

?] Exodus 14.13.

L.77. IK p'roy *?y] Should probably be omitted.

L.79. rrnna 3iro] Comp. Deuteronomy 2.4,9,19.

L.84. '131 irtpM] The biblical idiom would require npm,

taking myT as the subject.

L.91. DO 1

? rm] The word D^yiis is added to the biblical

idiom (comp. Judges 1.33), and the expression is

equivalent to DO

VIII. JOSIPPON

Part of Book IV, Chapter 20, Venice edition (1544), pp. 36a, seq.

L. 9. irax onrs] Comp. Numbers 25.10-13.

L.12. W5W] Piel with pronominal suffix.

L.13. ir2N] Mattathias belonged to the priestly family.

L.16. rfran] Active participle masculine of rrt>3. Comp.

above, II., 2, 1. 6.

L.17. nsen] Active participle feminine of *]1D.

L.18. DH "3] Venice edition inserts DJ before '3.

L.20. 'ui npsn] Comp. Psalm 33.17.

L.29. inNIp"
1

!] Someone called him. Other editions have

L.31. '33D] Venice edition has 'K33D. This word, the

writer thinks, denotes strength; the spelling "3^9

(hammerer) would therefore be preferable.
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alone is found in the Bible.

L.45. JO'TN K 1

? "3] Jeremiah ol.o.

L.47. naaina] Comp. Nahum 2.8.

L.53. Virbv] Comp. Isaiah 43.14, where it is 'nrt?. The

poet adapted this verse in accordance with the inter-

pretation given in Megillah 29a.

VII. ELDAD HA-DANI

Epstein's edition, pp. 23, seq.

L. 5. ^5?] This preposition is used rather loosely.

L. 6. Dinon] The name is given differently in the various

versions of Eldad.

L.12. tO-OKl] Used intransitively.

L.20. D"W ...Ta;ri] This clause is misplaced in ail

editions, being put after B'K ^Diy.

L.21. I'SK] Various suggestions have been offered as to the

identification of this place, none of which is conclusive.

It may also be vocalized T n"?K, that is, China.

This, however, hardly suits the narrative.

L.23. D'Tlt?] Dwelling; a passive participle with an active

meaning.

L.24. mnn mro] In the coastal mountains. This may also

be identified with Arabic Tihamah.

L.25. 'w t^D'-H
1

?] Joshua 1.8.

L.37. DniiaBO] The pronominal suffix refers to Issachar.

L.40. nrv^BKl Comp. Proverbs 25.11.

L.42. D'3-nn D-miai] Literally they cut the ways, which

is an Arabic idiom for robbing wayfarers.

L.46. Niaom] Argument, discussion.

L.47. nrna] This word is used here in the sense of city as

in Arabic.

L.48. n*yo] Literally error, a contemptuous designation of

a false religion.

L.51. nsr] Epstein's edition reads K'sr.
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L.14. Daa]=ND2a; comp. Exodus 17.16.

L.I 5. I^DB] This word is used in a nexiter, not in a mascu-

line, sense.

2. This poem is found in the Ashkenazic ritual for the Ninth of

Ab. It consists of eleven stanzas of five rhyming lines,

except the last, which has four lines. The stanzas are in

alphabetic* order, two letters being disposed of in each

stanza.

L. 2. Dai] Paitanic form for DN3 he spoke.

L. 4. niaina mpnai] Some editions have main Drrnai

their houses are laid waste.

L. 5. mat] This vocalization is in accordance with the

Syriac, but traditionally it is pronounced mat. See

below XVIII, 2, 1. 58. niaiK^n n*] See Hosea 13.5.

L.10. '131 "man] Leviticus 26.45.

L.12. im] See Isaiah 44.8.

L.13. iru N 1

?!] The Kal is used here in the sense of the

Nifal (see 1 Samuel 7.2). It may also be taken in its

usual meaning: they lamented not.

L.14. int? N 1

?!] Literally they tarried not.

L.15. Kin Kl
1

?] Jeremiah 5.12.

L.16. 11DH 2N] That is Abraham; comp. Genesis 17.5.

L.20. '131 NTH ?] Genesis 15.1.

L1.23, 24. nnatw ...asn
1

?] Comp. Jeremiah 2.13.

L.30. '131 "ma ni] Genesis 17.21.

L.34. rrtwo] Literally /row forgetfulness, a metaphor for

this world. Comp. Psalm 88.13.

L.36. tfrtt] Study, to be derived from t)^N fo learned. It

is possible that the paitanim took nrD^rb (Canticles

4.4) to mean study, learning. The reference is to Jacob.

L.41. ys] Paitanic form instead of biblical HSB he opened

(his mouth), hence spoke. ]OK3 nyn] Refers to Moses.

L.42. jciei] Hofal participle of pi, of which the noun
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L.79. -a-ini] Numbers 12.1.

L.83. '131 Dip' "0] Psalm 94.16.

L.85. '131 Dp N^i] Deuteronomy 34.10.

L.86. '131 na] Micah 7.2. '131 Wl] ibid.

L.88. '131 nytTin] Psalm 12.2.

L.89. 131 nptx] Deuteronomy 33.21.

L.90. '131 rtJBt?Dl] Ibid.

L.91. '131 K13'] Isaiah 57.2.

VI. ELEAZAR BE-RABBI KALIR
1. This poem, which is found in the Ashkenazic ritual for the

New Year, consists of fifteen stanzas, and is an acrostic

bearing the author's name Tlrp "3T3 nTy*?N. Each

stanza has three short rhyming lines. The entire poem is

divided into five groups, each having three stanzas. Eight

lines in each group have one rhyme, while the last lines of all

the groups rhyme in H3. The poet asks why the Jewish

kingdom is cast down (stanza 1). A brief answer is given

by the Holy Spirit (stanzas 2 and 3). The remaining stanzas

are uttered by the Jewish people complaining of the evil

done to it by its enemies, who as yet have not been punished

for their wickedness.

L.2. W?] The ^ indicates the accusative case. Comp.
2 Samuel 3.30.

L. 3. nai'ro] That is, God's kingdom.

L. 4. ^I3t] Literally my habitation, that is, the temple.

L. 6. 71313] The tender one, that is the Jewish people.

L. 7. HDiy] Literally a heap, the allusion being to the

temple. See Canticles 7.3. my] Best taken as a

Kal from Tiy (third person feminine singular); some

vocalize it my.

L. 8. nD'-iyn moi] Comp. Psalm 83.4.

L. 9. non pn^] This phrase is the same as on1

? D'Dt? (Pro-

verbs 25.3).

L.13. pH3] Heaven; comp. Isaiah 40.22.
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L.I 7. 'mm:?] Instead of biblical

L.21. '131 "ny^n] Isaiah 52.2

L.23. '131 H313] Psalm 147.2.

2. This narrative is part of a Midrash especially devoted to this

subject, entitled nets riTDS Bma, which was added at the

end of the Midrash on Deuteronomy.

L. 3. Kian rri?e'] That is the number of Israel in the time

of Moses. Comp. Numbers 1.46.

L. 9. spyrui] The Nithpael is of frequent occurrence in

post-biblical Hebrew.

L.10. tnisan DB>] Literally the explicit name, that is, God's

real name, which is ineffable.

L.14. iasy] Instead of biblical 15?S3.

L.17. '131 Dl'rty r] Isaiah 48.22.

L.19. nr-Q] For biblical niK'-Q. Comp. above, II, 1, 1. 25.

L.20. n'riyn "to] That is, mortals. ;nia:?:] Printed editions

read ;nar3.

L.22. 'Jino] In biblical Hebrew the root is ^O.

L.32. TTODl] Used intransitively, / took slielter, or reflex-

ively, / screened myself. Some editions have TQ1D1.

L.39. l3 ...r] Printed editions have p nai
1

? I
1

? |'K, which

makes no sense.

L.46. rry ...mn] The pronominal suffix of mn and the first

rry refers to Moses, while that of the second rry refers

to Sammael.

L.48. "?1P H2] See above, IV, 1, 1. 26.

L.50. '131 ra
1

?] Exodus 3.10.

L.54. 'JEBa] Piel, or Hithpael
l?saB C?3ria).

L.60. '131 tiprn] Probably means close thine eyelids, one

upon the other.

L.62. SIPH] Literally cause to surround, that is, cross.

L.65. "inm Tnasp] One of the pronominal suffixes is pleonastic.

L.67. niB'BS] Some editions have C'2:.
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L.25. '131 DIN p] Ezekiel 24.16. ,

L.29. rtyo limn ?] Tawrogi reads 1DD -iBB't? ny rty yipi -ft

rty iim nee? -3$? n'to DK .

L.31. '131 "iDlt?] Ecclesiastes 8.5.

L.33. '131 N-lpn w] Isaiah 58.9.

LI. 35, 36. ItjftK p ...cin-l] So Tawrogi ;' the other editions

have a different sentence which does not suit the context.

L.37. ^Kltr] So Tawrogi, but missing in the other editions.

L.39. '131 man] Hosea 4.17. This verse is here interpreted

thus: Ephraim is united ("Van), though he has idols,

leave him alone.

L.40. '131 ffm] Ibid. 10.2.

L.42. Itsnn
1

?] Tawrogi has another sentence.

L.43. nrrt>l] Tawrogi reads pi, while other editions have

DH1, which make no sense.

V. THE MIDRASH
1. Pesikta Rabbati, Friedmann's edition, p. 131b. The Pesikta

consists of homilies delivered on important Sabbaths

and festivals. The homily from which this passage is ex-

cerpted seems to be for one of the Sabbaths preceding the

Ninth of Ab.

L. 1. T^ti3] Instead of biblical TlKB'3.

L. 2. riE'ia'?] Prague edition has riEOa
1

?, which Friedmann

emends to JTtyia
1

?. D'-iin^] Some such word as 0^33

is understood.

LI. 7, 8. D-H ...Pi-ton *0] So in Parma MS. The printed

editions, all of which are based on one MS., omit this

part through homoioteleuton.

L. 9. *0 -3t?] So in Parma MS. Friedmann reads N3'3B>.

Comp. Job 1.14-19.

L.13. '131 n^QK] Jeremiah 15.9.

L.15. Ti^] Here and in the following sentences the

prophet speaks for God.
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L. 8. N?N *2 K 8

?] Missing in printed edition, but supplied

from Munich MS.

L.12. 'ui D-a] Deuteronomy 14.1.

L.16. p "B *?y CINI] Missing in printed edition, but sup-

plied from Munich MS.

L.17. 'Ul ons S^n] Isaiah 58.7.

L.18. N:-!Nn] Contracted of K^U-and Kn this time, loxp:]

Aramaic participle *iax and particle x:x

3. Tractate Derek Erez Zuta, chapter 9; see Tawrogi's edition,

pp. 45, seq.

L. 1. maiyinn] Some editions have naijnnn.

LI. 2, 3. irasran ...-irraian] Tawrogi omits the definite article.

L. 4. aniK ""sn] Tawrogi reads 3in .

LI. 5-8. The order of the maxims is different in Tawrogi's

edition.

L. 7. ma nniK n- 1

?] Tawrogi has it mo n^.

L. 9. miwnn] This word seems to be connected with

m~\n& youth; hence untimely death, the word ma

being understood. Tawrogi reads man tN
l

?a.

L.11. m'riyj] Tawrogi has nnuD.

L.12. 2Da] Reclining at table. Comp. 1 Samuel 16.11.

Tawrogi omits "ID'S Tbl.

L.14. mpys] So Tawrogi; other editions have mpy.

L.15. nwrra 'ys' nana] So Tawrogi, instead of naa 'TB' "bina

of other editions. The order of these two maxims

is different in the former.

L.16. Tin:] Tawrogi reads prui D'K3.

L.18. 'ui ]na] Proverbs 21.14.

L.19. msa ~Dna] Tawrogi has msan ja, and transposes

the maxims.

L.21. D^prv] So Tawrogi, instead of D'pn: of other editions.

'131 ira] Deuteronomy 28.6.

L.23. mm] Used here in the general sense of leprosy.
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L. 6. D'XIl] So Munich MS.; missing in printed editions

through homoioteleuton after D'XSpnoi.

L.ll. urirn] An infinitive used as a noun. It may also

be vocalized UWn. HD31 ...*?y] Literally: many times

against one, that is, how much more!

L.12. 1B>3y] Contracted of KiriBO and ly while it is, now.

Hence the traditional pronunciation W2V (likenrr) can

scarcely be defended. It may be that the correct vo-

calization is .MS>?y.

L.13. '131 Kin "3] Deuteronomy 30.20. r^BSDl] ThePielis

hardly suitable here, yet the vocalization 1^1630! (Hith-

pael) is unlikely. We ought to read, perhaps, T/'P?'

L.15. D'BVlp] A form like n^rn (Judges 13.8), which is best

taken as the old passive participle of Kal; some explain

it as D'BVpp.

L.17. 13
1

? ...HD ty] So Munich MS.; 'printed editions:

L.18. N3<py] So Munich MS.; printed editions add "31.

L.22. p ny] Must one go as far as that ? 13, written also

JN3, here.

L.23. l^s: ^33] Deuteronomy 6.5.

L.25. inK3] That is, the word nn (ibid. 6.4).

L.26. "7lp H3] That is, a heavenly voice; literally the daughter

of a voice.

L.28. '131 DTiDD] Psalm 17.14.

L.29. 'MI np^n] Ibid.

2 . Tractate Baba Batra lOa.

L. 2. ^X3rf?] So Munich and Hamburg MSS.
; printed

editions have "rtX'31?.

L. 3. Some editions add rtSVJK before IT.

L. 5. 1TJ1] So Munich and Hamburg MS., instead of

mxi of printed editions.

L. 7. '1J1
- 1

? "3] Leviticus 2r>.f>:>.
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omitted here in order to insure continuity of narrative.

raKisn rrs] The word ITO is used here in a weak-

ened sense, and means something like of. Comp.
Aramaic \J . Geiger suggests that H2K1B' means

flame, torch, and is connected with a Syriac root.

L.16. ITV] That is, the priests and Levites.

L.19. Tnea] Of the young. Comp. Assyrian pirhu, and nma

(Job. 30.12).

L.28. C^nrQK'] That is, Psalms 120134.

L.37. nniK r:iB>] They repeated it, that is, perhaps, God's

name. Some editions omit n

III. ABOT DE-RABBI NATHAN.
1. Chapter 14. Schechter's edition, p. 58.

L. 5. 'MI yn] Genesis 4.25.

L.ll. 'Ml in: "] Job 1.21.

L.16. pn DTl] Leviticus 10.3.

L.22. 'Ml Dnri] 2 Samuel 12.24.

L.25. TV] Some editions read mty .

L.26. vmon ^^ This expression, in its Aramaic transla-

tion, is of more frequent occurrence. Comp. 'Erubin

27b. It denotes: pay him homage. All editions have

'irtN ...^3 (some also insert ^E^ before '^2)

which makes no sense. My emendation simply sup-

plies the proper pronominal suffix.

L.30. TiD'N] This form is best explained as "rip with ad-

ditional N after the kames of the C has been dropped;

hence is may perhaps be vocalized
'Pip^. Some think

that it represents two interrogatives 'K and Tie.

IV. THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD
Tractate Berakot 61b.

L. 1. nn'ya] That is, the Roman Government. Some

editions omit nytnn,

L. 5. CT! nBB> ty] So Munich MS. Printed editions have

nn:n a: ^y.
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L.ll. 2HT ^32] There is an illegible word or words in the

MS. after am .

L.12. nno] Charles suggests na^p full of.

L.20. ntypo] Comp. Numbers 10.2.

L.24. Ten] The choir; comp. 2 Chronicles 29.28. p] So

Greek; MS. has nj.

L.29. n'rtf] Redundant after WBH.

L.33. onrs ma] Comp. Numbers 25.12.

L.34. ma" Kb]

II. THE MISHNAH

1 . Tractate Bikkurim 3.28.

L. 1. "IS'2] Contracted of ns and nrxa in what manner?

L. 3. D'aB'D'n] Originally a participle, it became a noun

denoting dawn. Comp. the phrase DblJDS? anwa .

'131 IDIp] Comp. Jeremiah 31.6.

L.16.
7
U1 1DDT1N] Psahn 30.2.

L.19. imiy] The suffix is pleonastic. 'MI vnano]

Deuteronomy 26.3.

L.20.
fm 'triK] /Wd. 26.5.

L.23. imn] So fragment in Dropsie College. Printed

edition has 1!T:D1. See also Lowe, The Mishnah of

the Palestinian Talmud.

L.25. nnpb] The roots np and mp are not always diffe-

rentiated in mishnic Hebrew.

2. Tractate Sukkah 4.95.4.

L. 3. 3HT] So in Munich MS. Printed editions have *1D2.

L. 6. P"11B] Some editions have pT . D'ba] Active par-

ticiple Kal of n*73. Comp. Deuteronomy 28.32.

nnx ma] /!/ owe /iwe.

L. 7. imTDl ...I2iyo] Some editions have TnTDl ../aiyo .

L.14. r^UD] Some editions read r*?on.

L.15. A sentence occurring in the Mishnah text has been
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I. THE WISDOM OF BEN SIRA

1. Chapters 14.20 15.8. Schechter's edition, p. 9.

L.2. rrnnTMl] So the Syriac, parallel to rroTi . The MS.

has rrnwianai .

L.3. nsr] The Piel occurs in Psalm 68.17. In Arabic

rasada (~nn) denotes he lay in wait. On the analogy

from Arabic, the Kal "iST may be preferred.

L.5. rirr] This agrees with the Versions. In the Bible

the plural is nnrr . The MS. has VUV .

2. Chapter 38.115. Schechter's edition, p. 17.

L.I. njn] So margin; MS. has "jn . 131S -B
1

?] So margin; MS.

reads 131X 'jab before thy need of him.

LA. niann] Comp. Ezekiel 47.12.

L.5. '131 K 1

?;!] The reference is to Exodus 15.25.

L.7. Dra] The pronominal suffix refers to mann.

L.10. O'JS -anal] Comp. Proverbs 24.23.

L.ll. "33] Suggested by the Greek; MS. has "Baa .

L.14. ma*a] Literally solution, hence diagnosis, remedy. It

may also be connected with talmudic D^t?lB in the sense

of potion.

3. Chapter 50.1 24. Schechter's edition, pp. 19, seq.

L.2. npE:] Was remembered. Schechter suggests pnaj was

repaired.

L.3. '! mt?K] MS. has i:iDna na rwx.

L.4. Tiyo] MS. has ]iyD a dwelling.

L.5. ^nno] Comp. Proverbs 23.28. It may also be vocalized

L.9. n-'Bjya] MS. has
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XLVI. NAPHTALI HIRZ (HARTWIG)
WESSELY

[Educationalist and poet. He was born at Hamburg in

1725, and died in 1805. Although he lacked poetic imagina-
tion, his purely biblical style gained for him a great reputa-
tion, and he exerted unusual influence on his contemporaries
and on subsequent writers. In a certain sense he may be

regarded as the father of the modern Hebrew renaissance.

He was also the author of a commentary on some books
of the Bible, and was an enthusiastic follower of Moses Men-
delssohn. His masterpiece is the epic poem entitled Shire

Tiferet (Songs of Glory), describing the Exodus.]

Moses Prepares the People For the Divine
Revelation
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XLV. MOSES HAYYIM LUZZATTO

[Italian poet and mystic. He was born at Padua in 1707,
and died at Acre in 1747. He was very versatile, and wrote
some poetic compositions as well as ethical and mystical
treatises. As a poet he chiefly distinguished himself in the alle-

gorical drama which was then the fashion of the day. He had
a vivid imagination, and his style is vigorous and charming.
He also wrote on the methodology of the Talmud. His
most popular book is the ethical treatise entitled Mesillat
Ycsharim (Path of the Upright).]

Dialogue Between Understanding and Uprightness
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XLIV. MENASSEH B. JOSEPH BEN ISRAEL

[Scholar, theologian, and historian. He was born at

Rochelle about 1604, and died at Middelburg in 1657. He
wrote in Latin, Spanish, and Hebrew. It was due to his

efforts that the English government, presided over by Crom-
well, recognized that there was nothing in the English law

against the readmission of the Jews to England. He was
also a celebrated printer.]

The Soul Is Likened to the Moon
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187 JOSEPH B. JOSHUA B. MEIR HA-KOHEN
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XLIII. JOSEPH B. JOSHUA B.

MEIR HA-KOHEN

[Historian and physician. He was torn at Avignon in

1496, and died at Genoa in 1575. His best known works are
Dibrc ha-Yamim Ic-Malke Zarefat wc-'Utman, which is a

sort of history of the world, and 'Emek ha-Baka, which deals

with Jewish persecutions in various countries and centuries.

The latter book was begun in 1558, and concluded in 1563.

He subsequently brought it up to 1575.]

The Cruasders Massacre the Jews at Meurs
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183 ABRAHAM B. MORDECAI FERIZOL
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XLII. ABRAHAM B. MORDECAI FERIZOL

[Scholar and geographer. He was born at Avignon in 1451,

and died in the first half of the sixteenth century. Early in

life he settled in Italy, and is said to have been cantor in a

Ferrara synagogue. He is the first geographical writer in

Hebrew. Although he wrote a number of other treatises,

he is best known by his Iggeret Orehot 'Olam (Treatise on the

Paths of the World), which is a cosmographic and geo-
graphic work.]

A Jew Who Claims to Belong to the Ten Tribes

Visits Italy
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XLI. SOLOMON IBN VERGA

[Spanish historian and physician who flourished during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. He was compelled to flee

to Turkey, where he wrote his Shcbct Ychudah (Rod of

Judah), which gives an account of the Jewish persecutions
in various countries. This book is valuable for Jewish
folk-lore, though not always trustworthy as a historical.

source.]

A Jew Is Accused of Murdering a Christian,
But His Innocence Is Proved
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XL. ISAAC B. JUDAH ABRAVANEL

[Statesman, philosopher, and biblical exegete. He was
born at Lisbon in 1437, and died at Venice in 1508. He was
treasurer at the court of king Alfonso V of Portugal. When
the Jews were expelled from Spain, he left that country
and went to Naples. He was a prolific writer, and in all

his works he displayed clear-sightedness and a thorough
mastery of the subjects under discussion, though he lacked

striking originality. His most popular work is his commen-
tary on the Bible.]

The Advantages of a Republic Over a Monarchy
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XXXIX. JOSEPH ALBO

[Spanish theologian and philosopher. He was born about

1380, and died about 1444. His philosophic treatise entitled

'Ikkarim (Principles) is one of the great favorites of

Hebrew readers. He has a clear style, and makes himself

readily understood. It is no doubt due to this characteristic

that he supplanted his master Hisdai Crescas, author of
Or Adonai (Light of the Lord).]

The Various Ranks of Prophecy
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167 SIMON B. ZEMAH PURAN
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163 SIMON B. ZEMAH PURAN
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XXXVIII. SIMON B. ZEMAH DURAN

[Rabbinical authority and philosopher. He was born at

the island of Majorca in 1361, and died in 1444. He lived for
some time in Algiers. His literary activity was devoted to

philosophy, Bible, and Talmud, and his best known work is

Magen Abot (Shield of the Fathers), which is a theological-

philosophical treatise.]

On the Problem Why the Wicked Prosper and the

Righteous Are in Distress
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163 PROFIAT PURAN
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XXXVII. PROFIAT DURAN

[Philosopher and grammarian. He is called Maestre Profiat

and Efodi, but his Hebrew name was Isaac b. Moses ha-Levi.

He was born in the second half of the fourteenth century,
and lived for some time in Perpignan. During the persecu-
tions in 1391 he was an ostensible convert to Christianity.
He afterwards wrote an epistle entitled Al Tehi ka-Aboteka

(Be not like thy Fathers) in which he attacked Christianity
in such a manner that the superficial reader may take it as

a eulogy on that religion. His best work is his philosophic-
critical Hebrew grammar entitled Ma'aseh Efod. It is so
called because the letters 'n'e'N are the initials of ':N

jinn BienB].

The Definition of the Science of Language and
Its Branches
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XXXVI. LEVI B. GERSHON

[Philosopher, biblical commentator, mathematician, and
physician. He is commonly called Gersonides, and is also

known as Leon of Bagnols. He was born at Bagnols in 1288,

and died in 1344. He was exceedingly versatile, and displayed
keen originality in all branches. His best known works
are his commentaries and his philosophic book Milhamot
ha-Shcm (Battles of the Lord).]

The Difficulties in Investigating the Problem
Whether the Universe Is Created or Eternal
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XXXV. KALONYMOS B.

KALONYMOS B. MEIR

[Satirical writer and philosopher. He was born at Aries
in 1286, and died in the first half of the fourteenth century.
He lived for some time in Rome, and acquired fame as an

griginal writer and translator. His best known works are
Eben Bohan (Stone of Investigation}, and Masscket Purim.
The former, written in rhymed prose, and modelled to some
extent after Jedaiah ha-Bedersi's Behinat 'Olam, is a sharp
criticism of the author himself and of his contemporaries,
while the latter is an extremely clever parody of the Talmud.
He also translated scientific books into Hebrew.]

Admonitions to His Heart
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XXXIV. JUDAH B. ASHER

[German Talmudist. He was born in Germany in 1270, and
died in 1349 at Toledo, where he was Rabbi. He was the

son of the great talmudic authority Asher b. Jehiel, known
as the Rosh, and brother of Jacob, author of the famous
code entitled Turim.]

Ethical and Moral Admonitions
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149 IMMANUEL B. SOLOMON OF ROME
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147 IMMANUEL B. SOLOMON OF ROME
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XXXIII. IMMANUEL B. SOLOMON
OF ROME

[Italian scholar and satirical poet. He was born at Rome
about 1270, and died at Fermo in the first half of the

fourteenth century. He excelled as poet, and his style is vivid

and fluent. His best known work is Mahberot 'Immanuel,
which is modelled after al-Harizi's Tahkemoni. He boasts,

however, that he surpassed his model, and in some respects
this is certainly true.]

The Poet Visitp Paradise
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XXXII. JEDAIAH HA-BEDERSI

[Poet, philosopher, and physician. He was born at Beziers

about 1270, and died about 1340. As a boy he was very
precocious, and composed a prayer of a thousand words,
each word beginning with the letter D . Being an elo-

quent writer, he earned for himself the title ha-Meliz (The
Rhetorician). He was the author of several treatises in prose
and poetry, but his fame rests upon the Behinat 'Olam (Ex-
amination of the World).]

The Nothingness of Man and His Pursuits
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141 SOLOMON B. ABRAHAM IBN ADRET
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139 SOLOMON B. ABRAHAM IBM ADRET
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XXXI. SOLOMON B. ABRAHAM
IBN ADRET

[Celebrated authority on Halakah and zealous defender
of traditional Judaism. He was born at Barcelona in 1235,

and died in 1310. He was exceedingly active as Rabbi and
author. His numerous responsa have long ago been recog-
nized as an excellent source for the internal history of the

Jews in the thirteenth century.]

10

Epistle Prohibiting Anyone Under Twenty-Five
Years of Age to Study Philosophy
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135 MOSES B. NAHMAN
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XXX. MOSES B. NAHMAN

[Talmudist, mystic, and biblical exegete. He is usually
called Nahmanides, and in Spanish Bonastruc de Portas.

He was born at Gerona about 1195, and died in Palestine

about 1270. Subsequent writers regarded him as a great

authority on the Talmud and Halakah, and his reputation
was perhaps second only to that of Maimonides. His biblical

commentaries, too, have been very popular. He was com-
pelled to have a public disputation with a convert to Chris-

tianity named Pablo Christiano, in 1263, at the court of
Barcelona. He was a physician by profession.]

Ethical Letter, Praising Humility,
Addressed to His Son
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31 ELEAZAR B. JUDAH OF WORMS
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XXIX. ELEAZAR B. JUDAH B.

KALONYMOS OF WORMS

[Talmudist and mystic. He was born at Mayence about

1170, and died at Worms in 1238. His teacher Judah he-Hasid
initiated him in the mysteries of Kabbalah. His private life

was cruelly tragic. In 1196, while he was engaged in writing
a commentary on Genesis, the crusaders entered his house,
and slew his wife and children. In spite of that his writings
are filled with spiritual joy, and he seems to soar above the

calamities of the flesh. As a Halakist he was clear-sighted
and logical, yet was swayed by hallucinations, and saw angels
and demons. He wrote numerous works on ethical, halakic,
and mystical subjects. But the best known of his books is

the Sefer ha-Rokcah (Book of the Perfumer). That book
is so called, the author tells us, because the numerical value
of the word npT is identical with that of Eleazar.]

Moral Admonitions and Precepts
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XXVIII. JUDAH B. SAMUEL HE-HASID
OF REGENSBURG

[Ethical writer and mystic of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries. He died about 1217. Legend credits him with
the performance of miracles. He founded a talmudic school,
and among his pupils were Eleazar of Worms, author of the

Rokcah, and Isaac of Vienna, author of the Or Zarua'. He
is said to have had social intercourse with the bishop of

Salzburg and duke of Regensburg. His principal work is the

Scfer Hasidim (Book of the Pious). He is also the author
of some liturgic poems.]

Certain Forms of Virtue Lead to Sin
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25 JUDAH B. SOLOMON AL-HARIZI
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XXVII. JUDAH B. SOLOMON AL-HARIZI

[Celebrated poet of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Born in Spain, he travelled to the Holy Land and Babylon.
He possessed a very vivid imagination and descriptive pen,
and in his masterpiece Tahkemoni he embodied the result of

his experience during his travels. In that book, which is

modelled after the Makamat of the famous Arabic poet
al-Hariri, he shows himself a keen critic of men and things.
He displayed astounding skill in translating al-Hariri's book
into Hebrew under the title of Mahberot Ithiel. His style
is fluent and melodious. He also translated Maimonides'
Guide of the Perplexed into Hebrew, but in this work was
less successful than Ibn Tibbon.]

Seven Young Men Discuss the Merits
of the Various Virtues
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XXVI. SAMUEL B. JUDAH IBN TIBBON

[Physician and translator. He was born at Lunel about

1150, and died at Marseilles in 1230. He continued the work
of his father, and earned for himself the gratitude of Hebrew
readers by translating Maimonides' Guide of the Perplexed
into Hebrew. He also compiled a glossary of the philosophic
terms that occur in that book. He was an enthusiastic fol-

lower of Maimonides.]
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XXV. JOSEPH B. MEIR IBN ZABARA

[Poet and physician. He was born in the city of Barcelona
about the middle of the twelfth century. As a writer he is

best known by his Sefer Sha'ashu'im (Book of Delight),
which is a store-house of folk-lore and science. In this book,
which is written in rhymed prose, Zabara shows himself

abreast of the sciences of his day. His style is fluent and

pleasant. He is also the author of liturgic and secular

poems.]
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MOSES B. MA1MON
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XXIV. MOSES B. MAIMON

[This great philosopher and Halakist, who is usually called

Maimonides, was born at Cordova in 1135, and died at Cairo
in 1204. He was endowed with a very clear and methodical

mind, and exercised the greatest influence as philosopher
and as authority on the Talmud and Jewish jurisprudence.
He was a very prolific writer, but his most important works
are his Guide of the Perplexed, which was written in

Arabic, his Code, written in Hebrew and known as the

Yad ha-Hasakah (Mighty Hand), or Mishnch Torah (Repeti-
tion of the Law), and his Arabic commentary on the Mish-
nah. He was a physician by profession, and wrote several

essays on medicine and astronomy.]

A Man Should Choose the Golden Mean
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XXIII. JUDAH B. SAUL IBM TIBBON

[A famous translator of Arabic books into Hebrew. He
was born at Granada in 1120, and died towards the end of the

twelfth century. He did a great deal for the development
of the Hebrew language, having practically created, or at

least systematized, the philosophic terms. It is due to his

efforts and to those of his fellow-workers, the best of whom
were his descendants, that the philosophic literature of the

Jews has reached the readers for whom it was intended. He
translated the works of Sa'adya, Ibn Janah, Ibn Gebirol, and
Judah ha-Levi,]

Why the Jewish Religion Does Not Especially

Encourage Asceticism
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03 THE BOOK OF YASHAR
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XXII. THE BOOK OF YASHAR

[A collection of legends concerning biblical heroes. It

is also known under the titles of Toledot Adam and Dibre
ha-Yatinin ha-Arok. It had been assumed that this was the

Book of Jashar mentioned in Joshua 10. 13, and elsewhere.

But this assumption has long ago been given up by all

scholars. In all likelihood this book originated in southern

Italy during the twelfth century. The style is a good imita-

tion of the narrative books of the Bible.]
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XXL BENJAMIN OF TUDELA

[A famous traveller of the twelfth century. He seems to

have been a merchant in Spain. He travelled for about

thirteen years (1160-1173). He very vividly and graphically
described everything he saw, and his book contains interest-

ing details about the various Jewish communities of the

twelfth century.]

:

Description of Jerusalem and Its Surroundings
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XX. ABRAHAM IBN BAUD

[Spanish philosopher, historian, and astronomer. He was
born in Toledo about 1110, and died as a martyr in 1180.

His best known books are his philosophic work written in

Arabic and entitled al-'Akidah al-Rafi'ah (The Sublime

Faith), which has only been preserved in a Hebrew transla-

tion, and his Book of Tradition, which was written in 1161.]

The Four Captives
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89 ABRAHAM B. MEIR IBN EZRA
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2. Penitential Prayer
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XIX. ABRAHAM B. MEIR IBN EZRA

[Poet, philologist, and astronomer. He was born in Spain
about 1092, and died in 1167. He acquired great fame as

grammarian and biblical exegete, as poet, and as astronomer.
The greater bulk ot his poems are liturgic ; but he also has
a number of fine secular poems. His commentaries are
based on sound principles of exegesis, and his poems are

replete with deep feeling.]

1. Plaintive Song
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85 JUDAH B. SAMUEL IIA-LEV1
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83 JUDAH B. SAMUEL HA-LEVl
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81 JVDAH B. SAMUEL HA-LEVI
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79 JUDAH B. SAMUEL HA-LEVl
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XVIII. JUDAH B. SAMUEL HA-LEVI

[Lucid thinker and melodious singer. Born at Toledo
in the last quarter of the eleventh century, and died in the
Orient in the middle of the twelfth. His philosophic work,
written in Arabic, has always been a household word in

Jewish homes in its Hebrew translation under the title ha-

Kosari. His poems are the outbursts of a deeply religious soul,
and often describe his fervent love for Zion. Though under
the influence of Arabaic literature, his poems are more Jewish
than those of the other great poets of that brilliant epoch.]

1. Ode to Zion
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MOSES B. JACOB IBN EZRA
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XVII. MOSES B. JACOB IBN EZRA

[Poet, philosopher, and philologist. He wrote gracefully
in Arabic and Hebrew. He was born about 1070 at Granada,
and died in the first half of the twelfth century. His best

works are still in manuscript, but even his published books
show him to be a man of great talent. His poetry was chiefly

praised for the beauty and polish of its diction. Judah
ha-Levi addressed several panegyrics to him.]

1. Dirge on the Death of His Brother
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XVI. AHIMAAZ B. PALTIEL

[Liturgic poet and author of a family chronicle. He was
born at Capua, Italy, 1017, and died at Oria about 1060. His
Chronicles (Scfcr Yuhasin) is an important source for the

history of the early Jewish settlement in Italy.]

Shephatiah Before His Death on Rosh ha-Shanah
Declares that the Tyrant Basil Is Dead
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65 EAHYA B. JOSEPH IBN PAKVDA
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XV. BAHYA B. JOSEPH IBN PAKUDA

[Philosopher, talmudic scholar, and liturgic poet. Difference
of opinion exists as to the time when he flourished. It is

usually accepted that he lived in the eleventh century. But
arguments, though by no means conclusive, have been brought
forth to prove that he lived a century later. To him is

due the credit of having been the author of the first Jewish
system of ethics. His ethical work Hobot ha-Lebabot (Duties
of the Heart), which was written in Arabic, has always
been a great favorite in its Hebrew translation.]

Pious Reflections and Admonitions to the Soul
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61 SOLOMON B. JUDAH IBN GEBIROL
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59 SOLOMON B. JUDAH IBN GEBIROL

3. The Royal Crown
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57 SOLOMON B. JUDAH IBN GEBIROL
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XIV. SOLOMON B. JUDAH IBN GEBIROL

[Deep thinker and lyric poet. One of the most original
and noblest minds of mediaeval Jewry. He was born at

Malaga about 1021, and died at Valencia about 1058. In his

philosophic works and in his poems that are still extant one
discerns a spirit that strives to soar high and to attain to

the loftiest state of mental development. In his soul mystic
and rational elements are wonderfully blended. He had
great influence upon subsequent writers.]

1. On Leaving Saragossa
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53 SAMUEL HA-NAGID
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XIII. SAMUEL HA-NAGID

[Born at Cordova 993, and died at Granada in 1055. He was
famous as a poet, Halakist, and philologist, and was the

author of a treatise on the methodology of the Talmud.
Mediaeval Jewish critics considered him the greatest Hebrew
poet. This view, however, cannot be maintained, as he was

certainly surpassed by Ibn Gebirol and Judah ha-Levi. He-

was for some time vizier at the court of King Habus. His

poems, perhaps more than those of any other poet of that

epoch, resemble the Arabic poems very closely.]

1. On Leaving Cordova
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XII. HAI B. SHERIRA GAON

[The last Gaon of the academy at Pumbeditha. He was an
eminent authority on the Talmud, and numerous responsa
written by him are still extant. He was the author of com-
mentaries on talmudic treatises and of a dictionary of diffi-

cult words occurring in the Bible, Targum, and Talmud. He
also acquired fame as a poet, and was one of the first to

employ the Arabic metre in Hebrew poetry. He died 1038.]

Maxims and Admonitions
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43 JOSEPH B. ISAAC IBN AB1TOR

2. Hymn Based on Psalm 121
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XI. JOSEPH B. ISAAC IBN ABITOR

[Flourished in Spain during the tenth century. Owing to

some quarrels, he left his native country, and went to Damas-
cus. He was an eminent talmudic scholar and liturgic poet,
and is said to have translated the entire Talmud into Arabic.

Only a small number of his poems have been preserved, but

they tend to show that he was a skilful poet with intense

religious fervor. Some of them are of ingenious and com
plicated structure.]

1. Hymn Based on Psalm 120
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39 NATHAN HA-BABLI
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X. NATHAN HA-BABLI

[A scholar wlio flourished in Babylon in the tenth century.
His descriptions of the Babylonian academies are obviously
those of an eye-witness.]

The Installation of An Exilarch
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IX. SA'ADYA GAON B. JOSEPH

[This great Gaon was born at Fayyum, Egypt, in 892. He
immigrated to Babylon, and, though a foreigner, was ap-

pointed Gaon of Sura. His many-sided activities and achieve-
ments are astounding in their magnitude. He discharged
his duties as Gaon with stupendous energy, and found time to

write numerous books on grammar, lexicography, exegesis,

philosophy, Halakah, and liturgy. He excelled in almost
all branches, as may be readily seen from his works that are

still extant. His greatest achievement was in the domain of
biblical philology. Most of his works were written in Arabic,
but he was also a master of Hebrew style. He carried on an
effective campaign against the Karaites and other sectarians.

He died 942.]

A Prayer Entitled Magen
(Shield and Quickener)
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31 JOSIPPON
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VIII. JOSIPPON

[A historical book written in biblical style. Although as-

cribed to the famous historian Josephus, it is a production
of the ninth century at the earliest.]

Mattathias Charges His Sons Before His Death,
and Appoints Judah Who Is Called Maccabaeus

As Leader in His Stead
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29 ELDAD HA-DANI
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VII. ELDAD HA-DANI

[A traveller who flourished in the ninth century. According
to his narrative, he was a native of East Africa. He seems
to have travelled in Spain and Babylon.]

Eldad Leaves His Native Place Beyond
the Rivers of Cush
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23 ELEAZAR BE-RABB1 KALIR
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2. The Patriarchs and Matriarchs Intercede on
Behalf of Their Exiled Children
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VI. ELEAZAR BE-RABBI KALIR

[Opinions differ as to the time and birthplace of this

liturgic poet. The latest researches, however, tend to prove
that he flourished in Palestine towards the end of the seventh

century. He was a very prolific poet, about 200 of his poems
still being extant in the various Mahzorim. His muse is

doleful, bewailing the misfortunes of the Jewish people.
His style, though chiefly biblical in construction, teems
with newly-coined words.]

1. A Complaint
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19 THE MIDRASH
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V. THE MIDRASH

[The midrashic literature is divided into two main classes :

halakic and haggadic. The former deals with legal matters,
while the latter, which comprises the greater part of midrashic

collections, is exegetic and homiletic. Some of the books are

arranged in accordance with the order of the biblical pas-
sages upon which they are based, while others are groups
of homilies delivered on the important Sabbaths and festivals.

The language of this branch of literature is mostly Hebrew,
and is very fluent and sometimes poetic, but Aramaic pas-

sages occur now and then, especially in the older collections.

These works were compiled and redacted at various times,
from the tannaitic period down to the twelfth century, and
are of Palestinian origin.]

1. The Prophet Jeremiah Meets Mother Zion

Mourning for Her Exiled Children
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15 THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD
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IV. THE BABYLONIAN TALMUD

[Lengthy discussions of the subjects treated of in the

Mishnah. It likewise contains numerous anecdotes and

legends. While most of the discussions relate to the legal

and ritual topics, the Talmud may at the same time be

termed a store-house of almost all the sciences cultivated in

those days, as medicine, astronomy, and mathematics. It is

of extreme interest to the student of folk-lore. The noblest

minds of the Jewish race have up till comparatively recent

times been devoted to the study of the volumes of the Talmud,
which has contributed to the shaping of the Jewish character.

The language is for the most part Aramaic, but Hebrew
passages occur now and again. It was redacted about
500 c. E.]

1. The Martyrdom of R. Akiba
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III. ABOT DE-RABBI NATAN
[A sort of Tosefta (addition) to Pirkc Abot ( Sayings of the

Fathers). It contains homiletic expositions, based upon the

mishnic text of that tractate, as well as a number of inde-

pendent maxims and narratives. It is divided into forty

chapters (in some editions there are forty-one), and is of

tannaitic origin. Two recensions are extant.]

Rabban Johanan the Son of Zaccai's Pupils Offer

Consolations to Their Master on the

Death of His Son
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J
2. The Libation of Water and the Water-

Drawing Feast
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II. THE MISHNAH

[A collection of Jewish jurisprudence, dealing with the

various aspects of Jewish life, and classified in the following
six orders: Zcra'im ("Seeds"), containing eleven tractates;
Mo'ed ("Festivals"), containing twelve tractates; Nashim
("Women"), containing seven tractates; Nesikin ("Da-
mages"), containing ten tractates ; Kodashim ("Holy Things"),
containing eleven tractates; Tcharot ("Purifications"), con-

taining twelve tractates. The Mishnah is written in terse

and simple Hebrew, well adapted to the various subjects,
and has preserved a number of words, which, as may be seen
from the cognate languages, must have been in common use
in biblical times, though they do not occur in the Bible. It

also contains some loan-words from Aramaic, Greek, and
Latin. It was redacted by Rabbi Judah ha-Nasi about 200
c. E.]

1. The Bringing of the First-Fruits to Jerusalem
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2. The Usefulness of the Physician
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3. In Praise of the High Priest Simeon
the Son of Johanan
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I. THE WISDOM OF BEN SIRA

[This apocryphal hook, usually called "Ecclesiasticus", was
composed about 180 B. c. E. by Jesus, the son of Simon, the

son of Eleazar, the son of Sira. The author was probably a

scribe, and was well-versed in the wisdom literature of his

day. The Hebrew original of this work was still known
in the tenth century, but was subsequently lost sight of.

In 1896 a fragment from the Cairo Genizah was given to

Prof. S. Schechter, who immediately identified it as the

Hebrew original of this book. Other discoveries were after-

wards made, and now about two-thirds of the entire work
have been recovered. 1

1. Wisdom Is a Source of Happiness
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PREFACE xiv

the root ; but the translation is given in the infinitive.

It seems strange to render ips by
"
to say," when

it means "
he said." In the lexica of other Semitic

languages the correct translation is usually given.

During the preparation of this volume I had the

benefit of Professor Schechter's counsel and guidance.

He had taken keen interest in this work, and we had

discussed every detail and new suggestion. A short

while before his lamented death I showed him the com-

pleted work. He expressed his hope of seeing the

volume soon in print as an introduction to the
"
Jewish

Classics Series," which was then being projected. But,

alas ! the master died, and the publication of this book

was delayed for technical reasons.

I also wish to express my gratitude to Professor

Max L. Margolis for kindly reading the proof of the

Hebrew texts. His sound scholarship and experience
have largely contributed to the accuracy of the texts

and to the exactness of the vocalization.

B. HALPER.
DROPSIE COLLEGE, February, 1920.
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Approximately two-thirds of the texts are vocal-

ized. I sometimes felt it my duty to disregard the

so-called
"
traditional

"
vocalization. Whenever the

customary pronunciation could not philologically be

justified I saw no reason for perpetuating it. A com-

parison of our
"
traditional

"
pronunciation of Tar-

gum Onkelos with the genuine tradition preserved in

the Yemenite manuscripts will convince the unbiased

investigator how little this kind of tradition can be

relied upon.
In the notes I have endeavored to render all pos-

sible assistance to the student who is taking up these

branches of literature for the first time. But, owing
to the nature of the work, some remarks of an

advanced character have inevitably found a place here.

The latter kind of notes will enable the mature scholai

to use this volume advantageously. This at the same

time will account for the unevenness of the notes, ele-

mentary and advanced remarks having been incor-

porated next to one another.

The glossary at the end of the volume is confined

to words and phrases not occurring in the Bible and to

biblical words invested with a new shade of meaning.

The average student taking up post-biblical Hebrew is

expected to possess a more or less firm grasp of the bib-

lical style, and would have no difficulty in consulting the

ordinary lexicon. In one respect I have deviated from

the Hebrew lexica: in giving the equivalent of the

Hebrew perfect I have employed the English past.

This seems to me the
- only logical course. In Hebrew-

Hebrew dictionaries the infinitive is used as a basis.

Modern lexicograhpers, however, who translate the

Hebrew words into other languages have wisely

adopted the perfect, which is the simplest form of
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through the system of abbreviation often employed by
the scribes. A more striking instance is to be found in a

poem by Judah ha-Levi (XVIII, 2, 1. 73). All editors,

Luzzatto, Harkavy, Brody, and others, have recognized

the difficulty of u\ Hi?, and forced interpretations have

been offered. By joining Q <ny into one word and

readino- D"."|l> (ornaments) we dispose of all difficul-

ties and secure a beautiful description of a starlit

night in mid-ocean. Such an emendation may be

regarded as absolutely certain, especially if we con-

sider the fact that in old Hebrew manuscripts words

are not plainly divided. This is, therefore, merely a

case of careful proof-reading. A more radical emen-

dation was necessary in one of the poems of Moses

Ibn Ezra (XVII, I, 1. 7). Brody, who published

this poem, gives only part of the line, and remarks

that the manuscript is faded. But a careful study of

the parallel lines and the metre will leave no doubt as

to the possibility that the words I restored formed

part of the original. In a few instances my emenda-

tions have been confirmed by the subsequent discovery
of Genizah fragments now in the possession of Pro-

fessor D. W. Amram. Two extracts are published
here for the first time from Genizah fragments which

were brought from Cairo by Doctor Cyrus Adler and

are now stored in the library of the Dropsie College (IX
and XI). The reason for their inclusion is obvious.

Sa'adya and Ibn Abitor are great writers who deserve

a place in this volume, but very little of their Hebrew
works has been preserved. In connection with the

selections from Ibn Gebirol I am indebted to Profes-

sor Israel Davidson for his kindness in putting at

my disposal the variants which he collected for his

edition of this poet's Diwan.
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my notes on the extracts incorporated into this volume.

By far the greater part of the selections have been

excerpted from books of which no critical editions

exist, and in practically all cases it has been found

necessary to edit the texts. I have made use of

all editions and manuscripts accessible to me, and it

has been my earnest endeavor to present the texts in

the form in which they are likely to have left the hands

of their authors. In preferring one reading to another

an editor must obviously be guided by his own judg-

ment, as there are no fixed canons by which a correct

variant may be recognized. Each case must be ex-

amined on its own merits. Even the most careful

manuscript or edition contains erroneous readings, and

the most slovenly work sometimes preserves correct

passages. I did not content myself with merely citing

the variants I collected from the sources at my disposal,

without indicating my own predilection for the one or

to the other, as I considered it my duty to guide and

direct the student to the best of my ability. The im-

portant ones among the rejected readings are recorded

in the notes for the purpose of comparison. In a vast

number of cases, where the texts are hopelessly corrupt

and the manuscripts and editions offer no aid. I was

obliged to resort to emendations. But in justice to my-
self I must say that I never indulged in violent altera-

tions, and I feel that in a fair proportion of my sugges-

tions I have succeeded in restoring the original text

One or two cases may be cited here. In Abot de-Rabbi

Nathan (III, 1. 26) all editions read nrw "pi *>3 $10

which makes no sense. By adding i at the end of ^3
and nriK we obtain a perfectly satisfactory sentence

which is the Hebrew equivalent of a well-known Ara-

maic idiom. The omission of i has very likely arisen
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go beyond Wessely, because modern Hebrew litera-

ture of the nineteenth and present centuries ought to

form a subject by itself.

The texts are arranged chronologically as far as

possible. The method of arranging extracts accord-

ing to subjects, which other writers may prefer, pre-

sents numerous difficulties which are now obviated.

Some passages defy classification, while others can be

placed in more than one group. Moreover, the chrono-

logical arrangement has the advantage of presenting
a complete picture of the growth and development of

the various branches of Hebrew literature. Although
some branches synchronize, as, for instance, poetry
and philosophy, few of them persist throughout the

various periods. In the majority of cases each age
has produced a mode of literary expression peculiar

to itself. The eleventh century may be regarded as

the Golden Age of Hebrew poetry. A few gifted

poets have arisen during the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries, but we meet with no great talents until we
reach the modern renaissance, the beginnings of which

are incorporated here. The philosophic activity

extended over a much longer period, but the best works

have been produced in a limited number of generations.

It may justly be said that of all medieval litera-

tures Hebrew books are the most studied but the least

edited. Hundreds of thousands of students are por-

ing over the folios of the Talmud and its commen-

taries, and yet a critical edition of this work is slow in

making its appearance. Of the numerous philosophic
works few have hitherto been critically edited. A
great deal of research is still to be done in medieval

poetry. Even the numerous editions of Judah ha-Levi's

Diwan can hardly claim finality, as may be seen from
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studied from one point of view or another. In order

to give an idea of the variety and extensiveness of

post-biblical Hebrew literature, practically all branches

have been incorporated into this Anthology, and great

care has been taken to select representative authors.

Mishnah. Talmud, Midrash, liturgy, poetry, philoso-

phy, ethics, history, geography, folk-lore, travel, phi-

lology, epistles, ethical wills, and general composi-
tions are represented in this volume. This Anthology
thus differs from Zedner's Auswahl historischer Stiickc,

which is confined to extracts of historical interest.

It is to be regretted that two branches, which have

been and are the most potent factors in shaping Jewish
intellectual life, could not be included. 1 refer to Hala-

kah and biblical exegesis which had to lie excluded for

the simple reason that the representative passages of

these branches scarcely possess literary value. At the

same time I have excerpted passages from Maimonides'

Code, Eleazar of Worms' Rokcah, and Abravanel's

commentary on the Pentateuch. These extracts, how-

ever, do not represent Halakah or exegesis, though

they happen to .have been incorporated into halakic and

exegetical works. For a similar reason Kabbalah

is not represented here, although there is a mystic

strain in the extract from the Rokcah and in Nah-

manides* epistle. While in point of time Ben Sira

belongs to the biblical period, it has been deemed advis-

able to incorporate passages from his }\~isdom, because

it is outside the Hebrew Canon. Moreover, in the

extracts selected for this volume at least two good
Hebrew verbs (rasad and sarak}, not occurring in the

Bible, have been rescued from oblivion, and this in

itself is sufficient reason to justify the inclusion of

these passages. It has also been thought best not to
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with new significations, and thereby developed a novel

style, which, though interesting in itself and doing
credit to the ingenuity of the authors, could not have

been conducive to literary creativeness. For while in

quest of a biblical phrase which should serve as a

vehicle for his newly-conceived thought, the poet could

not give free rein to his fancy. And yet, despite all

these disadvantages, we have before us masterly com-

positions which cannot fail to arouse our interest and

admiration. On the other hand, the philosophers,

grammarians, lexicographers, historians, and geogra-

phers have freely introduced new words and expres-

sions, and have thereby enriched the volume of the

Hebrew vocabulary. These new coinages, which, to

a great extent, have been sanctioned by the usage of

centuries, are of vital interest to us at present owing
to the widespread movement to revive the Hebrew

language. Instead of beginning with a tabula rasa,

as is done by some of the leaders of this movement,
it would be more advisable, and certainly more scien-

tific, to explore our old treasures. There is ample
material in post-biblical Hebrew works for the recon-

struction of the language.
In preparing the selections for this Anthology I

have been guided by two principles : the literary merit

of the extract and its pedagogic value. I have endeav-

ored to incorporate what I considered the best sec-

tions from the best works. It is hoped that the student,

while acquiring an extensive vocabulary through the

study of these texts, will at the same time derive

aesthetic pleasure from the beauty or quaintness, as

the case may be. of the great variety of passages.

It is obvious that not all the extracts are of equal

literary or pedagogic merit, but all deserve to be
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Anthology. Incidentally a study of the numerous

extracts incorporated into this volume will establish

the truth, which has too often been ignored, that the

Hebrew genius did not become stagnant with the

conclusion of the biblical Canon. It is true that the

literary quality of post-biblical works cannot approach
the sublimity and beauty of the Bible

;
but this verdict

may justly be applied to other literatures. During
the last two thousand years no literature which could

rank with the canonical books of the Bible has been

produced.

Apart from the literary criterion, there is another

aspect which differentiates post-biblical Hebrew
literature from the Bible: the former is the product
of men, who, with the exception of Ben Sira and

possibly the teachers of the Mishnah, did not speak
Hebrew as their mother-tongue. Their style, as a

consequence, bears the marks of artificiality, and in

many cases lacks spontaneity. Hebrew was for them

a dead and foreign tongue, and this circumstance

involved numerous obstacles and disadvantages.

Some of the medieval Hebrew poets had to confine

themselves to the vocabulary preserved in the Bible,

and rarely ventured to employ expressions occurring in

the Talmud or to coin new words which were needed

for their poetic compositions. They were thus denied

that freedom of expression which is essential to the

creative genius, and were compelled to fit their work
to the frame. It is due to these considerations that

some of the hymns appear like strings of biblical

verses or phrases, more or less skilfully put together.

The original and daring spirits among these writers,

in order to express their new ideas and sentiments,

were driven to invest the biblical words and phrases
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appealed to the general public, and had therefore to

be expressed in the language spoken by the people.

But Hebrew was employed for the literary composi-

tions, poems, and piyyutim. Saadya, Ibn Gebirol,

and Judah ha-Levi wrote their philosophic works,

which undoubtedly had a didactic aim, in Arabic, but

their poems and hymns are invariably in Hebrew.

Moreover, the popularity of books written in Arabic

was short-lived. For shortly afterwards the centre

of Jewish learning was shifted to other countries,

and the vast Jewish-Arabic literature inevitably became

a sealed book. While the Hebrew translations of

Sa'adya's Faiths and Creeds, Bahya's Duties of the

Heart, Judah ha-Levi's Khazaritc, and Maimonides'

Guide of the Perplexed have been repeatedly printed,

the Arabic originals of these books had been mould-

ing in the various libraries until scholars in compara-

tively recent years unearthed them and published them

for the use of the few scientific investigators. A
similar fate has befallen the grammatical treatises of

the brilliant grammarians of the tenth and eleventh

centuries. The works written in Arabic, in spite of

their intrinsic merit, have almost entirely been for-

gotten, having been superseded by Hebrew manuals

of an inferior character. In this case the Hebrew
translations did not save them from oblivion to which

they have been condemned for centuries. For the

Hebrew writers of the subsequent periods, who knew

Arabic, borrowed from their predecessors, and pre-

sented the material in a manner acceptable to their

readers.

The continuity of the Hebrew language as a

literary medium is, accordingly, unbroken, and to illus-

trate this fact by examples is one of the aims of this
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Although the Hebrew language ceased to be the

vernacular of the majority of the Jewish people dur-

ing the last years of the second temple, it has, through-
out the various periods, with but few exceptions,

persisted as the literary medium for the noblest pro-

ductions of the nation. Irrespective of the language

spoken by the people in the countries of their adoption,

the best thoughts of the Jewish writers found expres-

sion in the holy tongue. The Gemara, which is

preponderately in Aramaic, can ha~dly be regarded as

an exception, for it consists, in the main, of records of

oral discussions and arguments, which were naturally

carried on in the vernacular, and as such it is not to

be classed among works of literature in its narrower

sense. On the other hand, it is very significant that

the Midrash and some of the midrashic elements in

the Talmud are mostly in Hebrew, and it is just these

parts which may claim to be regarded as literature.

Then the prayers, many of which date from the early

centuries of the present era, and the piyyutim are

practically all in Hebrew.

When the centre of Jewish literary activity was

transferred to Arabic-speaking countries, the Hebrew

language still continued to be employed by a good

many of the writers. The treatises with a practical

purpose, intended for the edification of the people at

large, were, it is true, written in the vernacular, but

the literary productions were composed in Hebrew.
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